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ABSTRACT
Blast-Induced Liquefaction and Downdrag
Development on a Micropile Foundation
Cameron Mark Lusvardi
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Frequently, deep foundations extend through potentially liquefiable soils. When
liquefaction occurs in cohesionless soils surrounding a deep foundation, the skin-friction in the
liquefied layer is compromised. After cyclical forces suspend and pore pressures dissipate,
effective stress rebuilds and the liquefied soil consolidates. When the settlement of the soil exceeds
the downward movement of the foundation, downdrag develops. To investigate the loss and
redevelopment of skin-friction, strain was measured on an instrumented micropile during a blastinduced liquefaction test in Mirabello, Italy. The soil profile where the micropile was installed
consisted of clay to a depth of 6m underlain by a medium to dense sand. The 25cm diameter steel
reinforced concrete micropile was bored to a depth of 17m. Pore pressure transducers were placed
around the pile at various depths to observe excess pore pressure generation and dissipation. Soil
strain was monitored with profilometers in a linear arrangement from the center of the 10m
diameter ring of buried explosives out to a 12m radius. Immediately following the blast,
liquefaction developed between 6m and 12m below ground. The liquefied layer settled 14cm
(~2.4% volumetric strain) while the pile toe settled 1.24cm under elastic displacement. The static
neutral plane in the pile occurred at a depth of 12m. From 6m to 12m below ground, the
incremental skin-friction was 50% compared to pre-liquefaction measurements. The decrease in
residual skin-friction is consistent with measurements observed by Dr. Kyle Rollins from previous
full-scale tests in Vancouver, BC, Canada, Christchurch, New Zealand, and Turrel, Arkansas.

Keywords: blast liquefaction, micropile, liquefaction, pile settlement, deep foundation, negative
skin-friction, dragload, downdrag, CAPWAP, seismic foundation design, soil classification,
CPT, DMT, liquefaction-settlement, Mirabello, Sant’Agostino
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

If soil-structure interaction during liquefaction were better understood, then performancebased engineering could be implemented to help mitigate much of the devastating damage due to
earthquakes. Deep foundations are commonly embedded in liquefiable soils. During liquefaction,
excess pore pressure equals the vertical effective stress which causes the soil to act as a semi-fluid.
Deep foundations reliant on side-friction must redistribute axial loads to end-bearing and frictional
resistance outside of the liquefied layer. When pore pressures dissipate, the deposits consolidate.
The settlement of a soil layer greater than the displacement of the foundation at that depth can
create downdrag, also known as negative skin friction. Misinterpreting downdrag during
foundation design can result in either a higher probability of pile failure than anticipated or
expensive overdesign. With the increasing desire to build resilient structures in areas of high
seismic risk, determining the magnitude of downdrag is an essential calculation for deep
foundations in liquefiable soils. Yet, current research provides little confidence in the estimation
of side-friction forces after liquefaction.
Fellenius, Siegel (2008) and Boulanger et al. (2004) have theorized relationships to predict
the effect of downdrag on deep foundations; however, the authors disagree on the best method due
to a variety of assumptions that change the outcome of the design. Full-scale blast-induced
liquefaction tests, pioneered by Rollins et al. (2002), provide direct measurements to examine soil-
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structure interaction on deep foundations after liquefaction. Tests across the world that have shown
that the post-liquefaction unit side-friction on a foundation can be 40-60% of the initial sidefriction in the liquefied area (Rollins and Strand, 2006, Hollenbaugh and Rollins 2015, Kevan
2017).
To further investigate this phenomenon, skin-friction was measured on an instrumented
micropile after blast-induced liquefaction at a site in Mirabello, Italy. The results of this test are
presented in this thesis to validate the conclusions of previous observations made by Dr. Rollins
and his co-workers. Data from the full-scale test helps build a reliable understanding of
liquefaction effects and improves seismic design guidelines for deep foundations. Pile and soil
types play a significant role in foundation performance during earthquakes (Boulanger et al. 2003).
This test produces unique data regarding a micropile foundation with the liquefied layer containing
a silty sand. The project was also an opportunity to employ a large variety of geotechnical and
geophysical investigations to accurately define the soil stratigraphy and physical properties thanks
to the Italian National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology (INGV) and others (see
acknowledgments). This thesis presents the details regarding the development of the case study,
actions to execute the test, results, comparisons with predictive methods and conclusions.

2
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BACKGROUND

Introduction
When loose, cohesionless soils are shaken vigorously during an earthquake, the soil
particles compact. However, when the soil is saturated, water within the interparticle voids must
be squeezed from the soil matrix to allow for densification. Intense cyclical forces and long
drainage paths cause the water to undergo an increase in pressure. High pore pressures shift
resistance from soil structure to fluid pressure. This phenomenon, called liquefaction, can cause
the flotation of buried infrastructure, extreme ground distortion, and even plunge heavier structures
into the subsoil.
In 2012, dip-slip reverse faulting occurred in central Italy and led to significant liquefaction
between Ferrara and Sant’Agostino (Daniell et al. 2012). Agricultural lands were ripped open and
saturated sands were ejected forth from the fissures. Many of the historic structures were damaged
by a combination of lateral forces and foundation failures (see Milani & Valente 2016, Caputo &
Papathanassiou 2012). Figure 2-1 shows spectacular indicators of liquefaction in the area.
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Figure 2-1 Pictures of post liquefaction observation following the 2012 Emilia Romagna
Seismic Event. A) Vent crack with silty sand ejecta covering agricultural land. B) Lateral
spreading evidence. C) Large vent crack. D) Trench investigation of cracks (Emergeo Working
Group 2013).

Foundation failures due to liquefaction can be a significant problem rendering seismically
safe super-structures useless as shown in Figure 2-2. Coastal cities, glacial outwash and fluvial
basins are all high risk for liquefaction. Often, an abundance of soft surficial deposits makes up
the geological setting where earthquakes occur. In 1964, the coastal cities of Prince William
4

Sound, Alaska and Niigata, Japan were hit by earthquakes that turned level landscapes into a series
of vertically offset and tilted terraces, and even caused portions of downtown to be swallowed by
the earth (Kramer 1996). The Kobe, Japan earthquake in 1995 and the Port-au-Prince, Haiti
earthquake in 2010 caused extensive liquefaction-induced damage to port and wharf facilities
where deep foundations extended through coastal sands. The ports became inoperable which
largely disrupted economic trade. For the city of Kobe, the damage contributed to over $200 billion
in direct and indirect costs; to this day the full capacity of the port has never fully recovered (Chung
1996, Ruwitch 2011). These events are just a few that indicated the need to understand liquefaction
and to explore more resilient foundation designs.
In practice, deep foundations are commonly used to bypass incompetent and potentially
liquefiable soils to support heavy structural loads. The foundations use a combination of endbearing and positive side-friction to resist axial loads. During a state of vigorous ground shaking,
pore pressures increase in saturated cohesionless soils which cause a momentary loss of effective
stress. With little to no effective stress under high pore pressures, the local skin-friction along a
deep foundation is negligible. Once cyclic motions cease and pore pressures dissipate, liquefied
soils regain residual strength and consolidate (Ishihara & Yoshimine 1992, Tokimatsu & Seed
1987). Settlement of the soil immediately surrounding a pile may exceed the displacement of a
deep foundation which creates downdrag. Substantial downdrag increases the axial load, and if the
resulting end-bearing and positive side-friction is not enough, the foundation can undergo
excessive settlement.
Downdrag has been a culprit of completely dismantling structures. Field observations have
shown that downdrag will rip apart bridge abutments, overturn structures, cause extreme
foundation settlements and even increase pile loads by upwards of 2700 kN (Garlanger 1974,
5

Bakholdin & Berman 1975, Wilkinshaw 1984). The 8.8 magnitude earthquake in 2010 Maule
Chile earthquake resulted in liquefaction induced downdrag on the Juan Pablo II bridge piers
creating differential settlements up to 0.7m (Balasingam et al. 2017). Widespread bridge abutment
and pile failure was observed after the 1964 Alaska earthquake. A majority of bridge damage
observations along the Copper River Highway were severe cases of pile settlements in liquefied
soils causing caps to be split, bent and even ripped away from the piles (Kackadoorian 1968).
Quantifying the actual magnitude of downdrag after liquefaction-induced settlement is
difficult since the number of full-scale case studies are limited. The current methods are derived
from simplified theories, yet authors argue as how to appropriately account for the phenomenon.
The current misunderstanding of how to accurately calculate downdrag can allow for incorrectly
designed foundations and result in significant costs and safety hazards.

Pile Design
Deep foundations develop resistance using a combination of positive side-friction, Qs+,
and end-bearing resistance, Qb to determine the ultimate resistance (Qult=Qs+Qb). When a pile is
axially loaded (QT), skin-friction acting on the pile develops with differential vertical
displacement. The magnitude of the frictional resistance is hard to estimate due to the nature of
pile installation and pile-soil interactions. Extensive research has been performed to find indirect,
direct, and case history-based methods to accurately compute soil resistance for deep foundations.
The following sections will cover just a few of the methods used for the test described herein to
determine side-friction and end-bearing of a pile foundation.
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Figure 2-2 Top Left: Port-Au-Prince, Haiti 2010 earthquake (Fierro, 2010). Top Right:
Sant’Agostino, Italy 2012 earthquake (Carlo et al. 2012), Bottom Left: Anchorage Alaska
1964 earthquake (Prescott 2013). Bottom Right: Niigata Japan 1964 earthquake (EQE
1995).
2.2.1

Indirect Method
Indirect methods include empirical formulas and correlations based on lab tests and soil

theory. It is typical to use the effective stress approach, total stress approach or Lambda Method
to determine soil resistance for deep foundations. An approximate Qs+ can be found using the
following equation for the effective stress approach, commonly called the Beta Method (Burland,
1973, Meyerhof 1976; O’Neill & Reese 1999).
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𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 + = 𝛴𝛴𝛴𝛴 ∗ 𝜎𝜎 ′ 𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

Equation 2-1

𝛽𝛽 = 𝐾𝐾 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝛿𝛿) for cohesionless soils

Equation 2-2

𝛽𝛽 = √𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 ∗ (𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜 )𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝜙𝜙′) for overconsolidated clays (Flaate

Equation 2-4

where

𝛽𝛽 = 𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝜙𝜙′) for normally consolidated clays

Equation 2-3

& Selnes 1977)

As is the surface area of the pile exposed to side-friction over an incremental length; ϭ’v is the
effective vertical stress at the relative depth; ϕ’ is the friction angle of the soil; and OCR is the
overconsolidation ratio. The positive skin-friction acting on a pile is directly proportional to β. The
effective earth pressure coefficient, K, varies with the pile installation method and pile material.
Research has shown that for bored piles, the value is approximately equal to the at-rest pressure
coefficient, Ko (Braja 2011). For driven piles, the K value increases as the displacement during
installation increases. δ is the pile-to-soil friction angle and case studies have shown that the
magnitude is approximately ϕ’ for cast-in-place concrete piles (Braja 2011, Kulhawy 1984). The
accumulated side-friction along the length of the pile equals the total side-friction capacity. Skinfriction fully develops after very small relative displacements of 2mm to 5mm (Rollins & Strand
2007, Fellenius 2006).
The total stress approach, or alpha method (Tomlinson 1987, Skempton, 1951), only
considers the side-friction of foundations in cohesive soils. The computed side-friction is a
function of undrained shear strength, Cu.
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𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 + = 𝛴𝛴𝛴𝛴 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

Equation 2-5

𝜎𝜎′𝑜𝑜 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 0.45

where α= 𝐶𝐶 ∗ �

𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢

�

(Sladen 1992)

Equation 2-6

α is an empirical adhesion factor which varies depending on the clay stiffness and soil
stratification. C is a factor of pile installation and varies from 0.4 to 0.5 for bored piles and is
greater than 0.5 for driven piles (Braja 2011). The American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) recommends that an allowance be made for a possible
increase in the undrained shear strength as consolidation occurs over the life of the foundation
(2017).
The Lambda Method is shown by the following equation (Vijayvergiya & Focht 1972):
Equation 2-7

𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 + = 𝛴𝛴 𝜆𝜆 ∗ (𝜎𝜎 ′ 𝑣𝑣 + 2 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 ) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

The effective stress and undrained shear strength are an average of the acting values along the
length of the pile. λ is a factor dependent of the penetration depth of the pile.
The Federal Highway Association (FHWA) outlines a combination of indirect methods to
calculate side-friction for deep foundations. In cohesive soils, the alpha method is used and in
cohesionless soils, the Nordlund method is used (Hannigan et al. 2006, Nordlund 1963). The
equation developed by Nordlund is as follows (simplified per Braja 2011):
Equation 2-8

𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 + = 𝛴𝛴𝐾𝐾𝛿𝛿 ∗ 𝜎𝜎 ′ 𝑣𝑣 ∗ sin(𝛿𝛿) ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

where Cf is a correction factor for the soil friction angle and interaction angle (δ). Kδ is a factor
based on the volumetric displacement of soil and its respective friction angle.
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The ultimate end-bearing at the pile toe, Qp, develops after pile settlement of approximately
10-25% of the pile diameter, D (Braja 2011). The predicted ultimate end-bearing can be found
using Meyerhof’s Method which is a function of the area of the pile toe and localized bearing
pressure (Meyerhof 1976).
Equation 2-9

𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏 = 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 ∗ 𝑞𝑞𝑝𝑝

where 𝑞𝑞𝑏𝑏 = 𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 ∗ 𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶 + 𝜎𝜎′𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝑁𝑁𝑞𝑞 + 𝛾𝛾 ∗ 𝐷𝐷 ∗ 𝑁𝑁𝛾𝛾

Equation 2-10

AP is the area of the bottom of the pile. The average undrained cohesion is around the pile tip. Nc,
Nq and Nγ are bearing capacity factors that are a function of depth and pile shape (NAVFAC 1982).
γ is the unit weight of the soil. When small diameter piles are used, the term γ*D*Nγ can be omitted
to account for the weight of the pile foundation. The term Nc is typically 9.0 for piles driven deeper
than 2.5 times the pile diameter (Randolph & Wroth 1982). For piles in sand, the average undrained
cohesion is negligible and Cu*Nc is often omitted. The remaining variables are Nq, a bearing
capacity factor that can be interpolated from soil friction angle and σ’v, the localized effective
vertical stress (Meyerhof 1976).

2.2.2

Direct Method
A somewhat more reliable approach for determining pile capacity can be derived from cone

penetrometer testing (CPT). Since there are soil interaction similarities between pile foundations
and CPTs, the cone tip resistance, qc, proves to be a valuable parameter in estimating side-friction
and end-bearing. Meyerhof suggests that for granular soil, qb is approximately equal to qc and
therefore the end-bearing equation can be used with CPT results (1976). However, the maximum
Qb is not to exceed the direct method limit as shown below (Meyerhof 1976).
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Equation 2-11

𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏 = 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 ∗ 𝛴𝛴𝑞𝑞𝑙𝑙

Equation 2-12

where 𝑞𝑞𝑙𝑙 = 0.5 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑁𝑁𝑞𝑞 ∗ tan(𝜙𝜙′)

The term ql is a limiting point resistance as a function of atmospheric pressure, Pa, Nq and soil
friction angle that was derived from field observations.
The Central Laboratory for Bridges and Highways (LCPC) method developed by
Bustamante and Gianeselli (1982) and later updated by Briaud and Tucker (1996), calculates the
side-friction and end-bearing resistance based on qc. For the estimation of side-friction, the
following equation is used:
Equation 2-13

𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 = 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

where 𝑓𝑓 = 𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐 /𝛼𝛼𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

Equation 2-14

αLCPC is a friction coefficient given by Bustamante and Gianeselli (1982) which is based on
findings from over 197 pile load and extraction tests. The value of f is not to exceed an fmax which
is found by filtering rules selected by average qc values at respective depths. The detailed rules
cover the pile type, installation procedures and soil type (see Bustamante & Gianesilli 1982 and
Briaud & Tucker 1996).
The Bustamante and Gianeselli equation to find the end-bearing is:
Equation 2-15

𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏 = 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝

where qc is the average cone tip resistance within 1.5 times the pile diameter above and below the
pile toe after a filter is applied to values greater or less than 1.5 times the average qc. Ap is the area
of the pile base. Kc is the point bearing factor which is varies with soil type and installation.
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Yet another method that uses CPT data to determine unit resistance in piles is outlined by
Eslami and Fellenius (1997). The Eslami and Fellenius method contains a soil behavioral type
factor correlated from a large set of case studies and CPT data. The method uses an effective
geometric average (qE) of the cone tip resistance which accounts for pore pressure on the cone
shoulder (Eslami & Fellinus 1997). The side-friction resistance is estimated by using the following
equation:
Equation 2-16

𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 = 𝛴𝛴𝛴𝛴𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

Equation 2-17

where 𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸 = 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 − 𝑢𝑢2

Cs is the shaft correlation coefficient that varies by soil classification. The soil classification is
determined using the profiling chart as shown in Figure 2-3 Soil Classification Chart for Eslami
and Fellenius Method (1997)..
The chart relates skin-friction and tip-resistance to a soil behavioral type. The Eslami and
Fellenius method to determine end-bearing is shown by the following expression:
Equation 2-18

𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝 = 𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡

The end-bearing is computed from the geometric mean, qE, of fs within eight pile diameters above
the pile tip and four pile diameters below. This zone which varies in size for the different methods
is called the “influence zone” for end-bearing (Eslami & Fellenius 1997). The geometric average
proves to be a useful way of filtering the data of extreme highs and lows within the zone. Ct is the
toe correlation coefficient. When a pile toe is installed into sand, this value can be assumed to be
1.0 (DeBeer 1963).
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Figure 2-3 Soil Classification Chart for Eslami and Fellenius Method (1997).

2.2.3

Full-Scale Field Tests
The results from the full-scale tests have proved to be more reliable than indirect and direct

methods, since they represent the actual soil resistance acting on the pile. Some popular full-scale
field tests include static load tests, statnamic tests, bidirectional load cell tests, and dynamic load
tests. The data from these tests can be very useful in evaluating the end-bearing and side-friction
based on the strain vs deflection and/or strain vs relative velocity analyses.
Specific to the Mirabello, Italy case study, high strain dynamic tests were performed using
the Case Pile Wave Analysis Program (CAPWAP) developed by researchers from Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio. The basis of the test is to simulate static loading in
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compression and tension through pile impact and wave mechanics. Strain transducers and
accelerometers are installed on opposite sides of the pile foundation. A drop hammer impacts the
pile head and data is recorded for a brief time interval. Variations in the height and weight of the
hammer can impose larger forces within the pile. The deformation and strain measured are
interpreted with CAPWAP. CAPWAP converts the data into useful load vs depth and load vs
displacement plots. The plots are representative of static loading cases for in-situ side-friction and
end-bearing resistance.

Liquefaction and Soil Settlement
When performing geotechnical design, an engineer must pay attention to the possibility of
pore pressure fluctuation. The basic equation for effective stress, σ’v, in cohesionless soil is:
Equation 2-19

σ′ 𝑣𝑣 = σ − 𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜

where σ is total stress and uo is pore pressure. As the pore pressure increases, the effective stress
decreases proportionally. For granular soils that are saturated, constant volume conditions are
maintained in undrained conditions. When vigorous ground shaking occurs, the particle matrix
tends to contract, leading to an increased pore water pressure. When excess pore pressure exceeds
the effective stress, the soil is considered to be liquefied. In these conditions, the residual undrained
shear strength decreases to a small fraction of its static resistance. Thus foundations, whether they
be bearing or embedded, can settle excessively or experience local bearing capacity failure during
liquefaction and cause extensive structural damage (see Eidinger et al. 2014, Wijiwickreme et al.
2019). Liquefied soils are incapable of resisting significant applied loads without regaining
increased effective stress.
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The excess pore pressure ratio (Ru) is typically used to indicate if liquefaction occurs
within a soil. The ratio is a function of the vertical effective stress and pore pressure measured at
respective depths.
𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢 =

𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
�𝜎𝜎′
𝑣𝑣

Equation 2-20

The variable uexcess is the instantaneous pore pressure minus the static pore water pressure.
A value of 1.0 indicates that the pore pressure from the water would equal that of the confining
pressure at the depth measured. With both forces in equilibrium, liquefaction occurs. Under the
proper conditions, liquefaction predominantly occurs in saturated sands and silty sand (Seed &
Lee 1966, Florin & Ivanov 1961). Generally, cohesive soils do not lose strength even when Ru
values reach 1.0 due to their interparticle characteristics (Tokimatsu & Yoshimi 1981). However,
research has shown that some low plasticity soils such as silty clays can liquefy with high
magnitude cyclical forces (Perlea 2012, Ishihara et al. 1978, Boulanger et al. 2006, Carraro et al.
2003). Deep foundations commonly by-pass fine-grained soils to bear on a stiffer stratum; thus,
both coarse and fine-grained soil layers should not be omitted from liquefaction susceptibility
during design.
Once cyclic shear stresses cease within the soil, excess pore water pressures dissipate in
the vertical direction due to the hydraulic gradient produced by the excess pore pressures. (Ishihara
& Yoshimine 1992). Excess pore pressure typically dissipates from the bottom upward. As pore
pressures decrease, the soil densifies (Tokimatsu & Seed 1987). Several semiempirical methods
exist to produce estimates for liquefaction-induced settlements of the soil. A couple of these
methods include Ishihara and Yoshimine (1992), and Zhang et al. (2002).
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Ishihara and Yoshimine (1992) correlated the cyclic simple shear test results of Nagase and
Ishihara (1988) and others to develop curves correlating the factor of safety of liquefaction (FS) to
volumetric strain (εv) by the relative density (Dr) of clean sands. These curves, shown in Figure
2-4, can be used to estimate the post-liquefaction volumetric strain given the laboratory test
information for Dr as well as the factor of safety against liquefaction. Lab tests from the Nagase
and Ishihara study were conducted on Fuji River sand and no calibration chamber testing was
performed to establish a correlation of Dr with CPT results. However, Zhang et al. (2002) suggests
that the sands are similar to Toyoura sand used by Tatsuoka et al. (1990) and correlations by
Robertson can provide a conservative estimate of Dr when considering liquefaction settlement.
Ishihara and Yoshimine compared the settlement prediction with case studies and found that
the curves in Figure 2-4 provided roughly consistent estimates when compared to field
observations. The curves show that post-liquefaction volumetric strain increases significantly
when the factor of safety against liquefaction falls below 1. In addition, volumetric strain decreases
as Dr, corrected SPT blowcount (N1), and normalized cone tip resistance (qc1) increase. When the
FS is greater than 1, the volumetric strain decreases to 1.5% or less. Figure 2-4 shows that soils
with a Dr around 50% or less will achieve maximum post-liquefaction volumetric strain where a
FOS for liquefaction is below 0.9. Higher relative densities experience a more gradual increase in
post-liquefaction volumetric strain.
Built upon what Ishihara, Yoshimine and others had developed, Zhang et al. (2002)
developed a simplified, semiempirical procedure for predicting settlement, particularly in finegrain sands. Lee and Albaisa (1974) found that soils with larger grain sizes experience larger
volumetric strains with respect to relative density. This means that settlement of finer soils could
be much less than predicted, if the Ishihara and Yoshimine relationship were used. Thus, the
16

method outlined by Zhang et al. (2002) is dependent on the equivalent clean sand cone tip
resistance (qc1N)cs from Robertson and Wride (1998).

Figure 2-4 Chart for determining volumetric strain as functions of factor of safety
(Ishihara 1993).

The normalized tip resistance is then coupled with factor of safety against liquefaction
using the Seed and Idriss (1971) simplified approach with triggering curves recommended by
Youd et al (2001) to find the post-liquefaction volumetric strain. Curves showing the proposed
volumetric strain versus normalized cone tip resistance are shown in Figure 2-5 for various factors
of safety along with limiting strain values. Once the volumetric strain is computed from the CPT
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data, the total settlement, S, from re-consolidation after liquefaction can be computed using the
equation.
Equation 2-21

𝑆𝑆 = Σ𝑖𝑖 𝑗𝑗 𝜀𝜀𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑖𝑖

where εvi is the volumetric strain over an incremental depth and Δzi is the incremental thickness of
the CPT reading.
Zhang et al. (2002) used the curves in Figure 2-5 to estimate post-liquefaction settlement
for a variety of locations affected by the Loma Prieta Earthquake and the results proved that the
chart provides reasonable agreement between predicted and measured values.
In conclusion, a layer of loose sand with a low relative density will experience the largest
volumetric strain when liquefied. Figure 2-6 shows the relationship between excess pore pressure
ratio with the soil’s normalized coefficient of volume compressibility. When the peak pore
pressure ratio exceeds 0.5, the curves become steeper for lower relative densities indicating the
soil is increasingly more compressible with higher peak pore pressure ratios.

Conceptual View of Liquefaction Effects on Pile Foundations
Liquefaction induced settlement of a soil surrounding a pile foundation can mobilize shear
stresses along the soil-pile interface acting opposite to the initial positive skin-friction. Figure 2-7
thru Figure 2-10 help show the conceptual view of this behavior.
Figure 2-7 shows the development phases of liquefaction effects on a pile foundation. Figure
2-8.a shows a typical mechanism of support for an axial loaded pile foundation. The diameter of
the pile is uniform along its length. The pile in this example extends down through a soft clay
underlain by a sandy silt and terminates in a stiffer sand deposit. The sandy silt and sand for this
18

Figure 2-5 Relationship between post-liquefaction volumetric strain and equivalent clean
sand normalized CPT tip resistance for different factors of safety (Zhang et al. 2002).

Figure 2-6 Normalized coefficient of volume compressibility versus pore pressure ratio
for sands at various relative densities (Seed et al. 1976).
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case are saturated, low in plasticity, young and uncemented. Qs+ is fully mobilized and Qb is
partially mobilized by either a pile driving hammer, dynamic load testing or the addition of an
axial load, QT. Figure 2-7.b shows a zone enclosed by a red box being liquefied during an
earthquake event. Figure 2-7.c shows the resulting friction effects of the soil-structure interaction
after liquefaction that include negative skin friction, soil settlement and pile settlement. Figure 2-8
thru Figure 2-10 break-down these three phases and give supplementary plots to describe the
behavior.
Figure 2-8 displays the load vs depth, load vs settlement and settlement vs depth for the
soil-pile interaction represented by phase a. The load vs depth plot shows that over the length of
the pile, load transfers to the surrounding soil proportional to stress of the soil as represented by
the indirect methods for computing side friction. At the toe of the pile, the remaining load transfers
into the soil through end-bearing capacity. In this case, the pile settles slightly with the addition of
an axial load relative to the surrounding soil. The small amount of settlement mobilizes both sidefriction and end-bearing. The Figure 2-9 portrays the interaction between the soil and pile during
a ground shaking event large enough to cause liquefaction.
Figure 2-9 shows the liquefied zone acting in the low plasticity sandy silt and sand. Below
the liquefied zone the soil does not liquefy due a larger confining stress or denser state. To the side
of the soil profile view is the load vs depth curve, load vs settlement curve and the settlement vs
depth plot. As discussed earlier, as the cyclic loading acts within a saturated sandy soil, the pore
pressure increases which decreases the effective stress in the liquefied layer. Immediately after
liquefaction, Qs+ decreases to zero due to the decrease in effective stress. An example of how this
would be computed for the beta equation is shown by the application of Equation 2-1:
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𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 + = 𝛽𝛽 ∗ 𝜎𝜎 ′ 𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 ≈ 0
The side resistance that was previously provided in the liquefied zone becomes zero which
transfers greater load from the pile into the soil below the liquefied zone. The values of Ko and δ
that determine β are assumed to change during liquefaction and re-consolidation (Boulanger et al.
2003). Yet, due to the lack of data, these values are held constant through the phases. The higher
load in the pile at the base leads to some additional pile settlement relative to the surrounding
ground that has not yet re-consolidated due to liquefaction. The next phase shows what happens
when the cyclic motions cease and dissipation occurs.
Figure 2-10 shows the third phase where the excess pore pressures have dissipated and
have given the liquefied soil a chance to consolidate over time. To the side of the soil profile view
are the load vs depth curve, load vs settlement curve and the settlement vs depth plot. The
settlement vs depth plot shows that most of the soil settlement occurred in the liquefied layer. The
settlement of the sand layers causes the overlying clay layer to sink as it rides atop the sand layers.
Although the sand below the liquefied zone did not experience an Ru of 1.0, disturbance from
ground shaking or excess pressure ratios less than 1.0 may cause the soil to experience some reconsolidation (see Lee & Albasia 1974, Knappett & Madabhushi 2010). The settlement vs depth
plot in Figure 2-10 shows that the pile experienced some settlement as well as a small amount of
axial deformation along its length. Because soil settlement exceeded the settlement of the pile this
led to the phenomenon called downdrag. This negative skin-friction (Qs-) is shown with orange
arrows in the soil profile view of Figure 2-10.
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Figure 2-7 Conceptual view of behavior for downdrag development on deep foundation.
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Figure 2-8 Phase a. of conceptual view of behavior for downdrag on deep foundation.
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Figure 2-9 Phase b. of conceptual view of behavior for downdrag on deep foundation.

Instead of the soil acting as a positive resistance to the QT load, the orientation of relative
movement changes from the typical upward orientation and the friction at the pile-soil surface
causes dragload. The negative skin-friction increases the resultant load at the pile toe. In this case,
mobilization of end-bearing resistance causes significant settlement of the pile as shown in Figure
2-10. Linear elastic deformation is shown by varying displacements at the top and bottom of the
pile on the settlement vs depth plot. The point at which the settlement of the surrounding soil is
equal to the pile settlement is called the neutral plane.
The neutral plane is represented by the red dashed line in Figure 2-10 and is also the
location where the forces are greatest in the pile. Forces above the neutral plane include the
structural axial loads and negative skin-friction on the pile which are equal to the forces below the
neutral plane, namely positive side-friction and end-bearing. As shown on the load vs depth plot
in Figure 2-10, the load in the pile increases above the neutral plane and then decreases below the
plane. The neutral plane continually readjusts until settlements cease after liquefaction and the
forces balance. Further displacement of the toe will cause the neutral plane to adjust and possibly
cause the pile above the initial plane to develop positive side-friction once again.
In Figure 2-10, the pile displacement was not enough to reverse the relative displacement
of the pile compared to the soil above the neutral plane. It is crucial to consider dragloads that
develop in post-liquefied soils, yet the current research shows a lack of confidence or
understanding of the true interaction. The misinterpretation of where the neutral plane occurs can
lead to incorrectly designed foundations.
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Figure 2-10 Phase c. of conceptual view of behavior for downdrag on deep foundation.

.

Current Research and Practices
Liquefaction-induced damage prevention has been studied extensively, yet specifications
indicate that the current design standards and recommendations are not consistent with actual
responses (see Fellenius & Siegal 2008, Kevan 2017, Wang 2016). The American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Bridge Design Specifications (2017)
refers to using the methods developed by Kavazanjian et al. (1997), Hannigan et al. (2005) and
Briaud and Tucker, (1996) for estimating downdrag. The methods are compiled in the Federal
Highway Association design guides for deep foundations (Hannigan et al. 2005). ASHTO
summarizes the procedure for applying downdrag effects to the pile design which is: first,
identifying the soil properties; second, computing settlement of the layers along the pile; third,
determining the length along the pile subject to downdrag; and fourth, using load factors to
determine the magnitude of downdrag on the pile (2017). AASHTO states that, “The skin friction
used to estimate downdrag due to liquefaction-settlement should be conservatively assumed to be
equal to the residual soil strength in the liquefiable zone, and nonliquefied skin-friction in
nonliquefiable layers above the zone of liquefaction” (2017). AASHTO gives the choice to the
engineer to design the foundation by assuming downdrag acts along the length of the pile where
soil settlements are higher than 10mm or to use the Neutral Plane method. In both cases AASHTO
requires load factor design to find force equilibrium (ultimate capacity). However, Fellenius and
Siegel (2008) indicate that it is inappropriate to use load factors when determining the neutral
plane because settlements are considered with service loads. Comparing service load settlements
with factored soil resistance the interpretation of the neutral plane location will be incorrect.
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The neutral plane method referred to by AASHTO is a widely accepted method for
quantifying downdrag on pile foundations. The method is also called the Unified Pile Design
outlined by Fellenius (2004, Seigel et al. 2014). The design considers the development of a static
neutral plane due to soil consolidation greater than pile displacement as discussed in the conceptual
behavior. Fellenius notes that just a few millimeters of relative movement between the foundation
and soil is sufficient to fully mobilize skin-friction (2006). How much less than 10mm, Fellenius
does not specify. Causes of the soil settlement can include driving piles through soft strata down
to stiffer material at depth, surcharge loading, or dissipation of pore pressures after foundation
installation. At the neutral plane, as discussed previously, the axial compression force in the
foundation is at a maximum. Downdrag and axial loads act on the pile above the neutral plane
while end-bearing and positive side-friction act on the pile below the neutral plane. The forces are
assumed to be in static equilibrium at the end-of-consolidation stage (Wong & Teh 1995).
Fellenius and Siegel (2008) theorize that the final location of the neutral plane is dependent
upon the location of the pre-liquefaction static neutral plane relative to the location of the liquefied
layers. The approach assumes that all piles develop pre-liquefaction downdrag from installation
and pre-loading. Fellenius and Siegel (2008) postulate that if the liquefied layer is above the static
neutral plane, then the dragloads will be insignificant due to existing downdrag. Thus, the design
neutral plane is assumed to remain at the static location for the existing conditions. If the liquefied
layer were to occur below the static neutral plane, the plane would move down to the lower bound
of the liquefied layer and increase negative skin-friction. The authors explain that the increase in
dragload will mobilize the pile toe. The increased displacement at the toe will raise the neutral
plane above the static value. The process is iterative until forces balance.
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Stringer and Madabhushi (2010) observed the effect of liquefaction on pile shaft friction
capacity using centrifuge modelling. Pile settlement, acceleration, loading and pore pressures of
the base material were continuously recording during kinematic loading. Over the duration of the
shaking, each variable played an important role in the development of a significant loss in sidefriction as well as the development of downdrag. The change in unit skin-friction and end-bearing
increased over the duration of shaking with parabolic trends. As the excess pore pressure increased,
the end-bearing increased from the loss of lateral resistance in the liquefied soil. After the cyclic
shaking was turned off, the unit skin-friction slowly developed downdrag over a period of 40 min
as shown in Figure 2-11.
Because the soil liquefied over the entire depth of the model foundation, the average shaft
friction at time of shaking was reduced to zero. Often, this value is misunderstood to be the design
value to use for seismic design of deep foundations (see Kevan 2017, Rollins & Strand 2007).
However, as the test proves, the lateral resistance re-develops with the dissipation of pore pressures
and soil consolidation as shown in Figure 2-11. The rapidity of dissipation can largely affect the
resulting magnitude of downdrag on a pile (Rollins & Strand 2007). This is contrary to the idea
developed by Fellenius and Siegel (2008) that the neutral plane was thought to be bound by the
liquified zone. Recently researchers have found that the neutral plane travels to the depth where
the pile velocity is equal to the soil velocity (Wang & Brandenberg 2013, Wang 2016).
The time rate change of consolidation is due to the change in pore pressure with time
(Boulanger & Brandenberg 2004). Confinement, seepage rates and drainage locations with respect
to the liquefied layer affect how quickly a soil can dissipate excess pore pressures after it undergoes
liquefaction (Wang 2016). Thus, to predict the velocity of the soil, the complete overview of
generation and dissipation of the excess pore pressures must be known. The feat, if possible, is
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often neither economical nor reliable given the unpredictability of soil response to earthquake
events. With these factors in play, significant variability in the estimated downdrag settlement may
occur.

Figure 2-11 Post-seismic change in average shaft friction in MS1 (Centrifuge Test by
String & Mhadabhushi 2010).
In order to simplify the process, Briaud and Tucker postulated that using a rule-of-thumb
of locating the neutral plane two-thirds of the pile length below ground is sufficient (1996). This
may be a conservative approach for deep foundations in some cases, but if a well-reformed design
standard could be produced, there would be economic benefits for overly conservative designs and
safety advantages for cases where “two-thirds” is potentially insufficient.
Investigating further, Boulanger et al. (2003) conducted a series of large-scale dynamic
centrifuge model tests to examine soil-pile interaction in liquefied soils. The test piles were placed
in stratum containing a crust over a liquefiable loose, saturated sand. Boulanger et al. evaluated
the downdrag using a modified version of the Unified Pile Design (2003, Fellenius 1972). Through
controlled dynamic tests, the authors were able to observe excess pore pressures, settlements, and
skin-friction over time. The test demonstrated that the neutral plane shifted upward with time due
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to re-consolidation, thereby increasing dragloads and causing the pile to settle further. These
results were later confirmed by Wang and Brandenberg (2013). Wang and Brandenberg allude to
using a reduced shaft friction near the neutral plane from load vs displacement behavior, but no
clarification is given on how to predict the degradation (Boulanger et al. 2003). Although these
types of studies have a higher confidence ratio compared to soil theory, the centrifuge models do
not represent in-situ conditions which only full-scale tests can offer.
At this point in the review it is understood that factors affecting the neutral plane include:
liquefaction location, pore pressure time-rate dissipation, end-bearing resistance, and skin-friction
degradation. Consequently, the best method to observe actual responses is to perform a variety of
full-scale tests. Rollins and Strand (2006) conducted full-scale blast induced liquefaction tests at
three sites on the Deas Island near Vancouver, Canada. Deas Island is formed from naturally
deposited channel and alluvial sands. The first site was used as a pilot area for liquefaction
observation. A pipe pile was installed at the other two sites, each equipped with strain gauges at
1.5m interval depths. The piles were driven to 22m and 17m depths. During the blast test, a
constant axial load was applied using a hydraulic jack and reaction piles. The GWT for the
Vancouver site was about 4m bgl and the relative density of the sands was 40% in the liquefied
layer. The target liquefaction zone was a clean sand layer from 6m to 13m below a silty deposit
from 2.7m to 5.5m. The volumetric strain of the soil in target liquefaction zone without drains was
3% due to liquefaction-settlement.
Figure 2-12 shows the measured load vs depth curves for the 22m deep pipe pile before
liquefaction, immediately after liquefaction, and at the end of settlement from re-consolidation
from liquefaction. Figure 2-12 shows that the skin friction on the pile in the liquefied zone was
essentially zero during liquefaction as expected. At the end of settlement, the post-liquefaction
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negative skin friction in the liquefied layer was less than the initial positive value. For site 2 at
Deas Island, the post-liquefaction negative skin-friction was computed to be about 60% of the
initial positive skin friction in the layer after consolidation. Positive skin-friction was observed
above the liquefied layer due to the hydraulic loading on the pile throughout the test. For site 3
with an array of vertical drains installed surrounding the pipe pile, the post-liquefaction unit
friction was nearly 100% of the pre-blast value in the liquefied zone. Strand (2007) concluded that
the percentage of post-liquefaction to pre-liquefaction frictional resistance increased with because
of the faster pore pressures dissipation rate provided by the drains (2007).

Figure 2-12 Load vs Depth Curves for Site 2 of the Deas Island, Canada blast
liquefaction test site (Rollins and Strand 2007).
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In Christchurch, New Zealand, Hollenbaugh and Rollins (2015) conducted a full-scale blast
liquefaction test around three auger-cast piles (ACP). The shafts were installed in clean medium
dense sands down to depths of 8.5m, 12m, and 14m. Shortly after blasting, the ground surface
settled relative to the shafts. The overall liquefied layer was observed to be 9m thick. Rollins and
Hollenbaugh (2015) discovered that the negative skin-friction in the liquefied layer was about 50%
of the pre-liquefied positive skin-friction observed from static load tests. Figure 2-13 shows the
load vs depth due to the first blast for the 3 shafts. This again proved the concept of skin-friction
degradation in the liquefied zone under in-situ conditions.

Figure 2-13 Interpreted load vs depth curves following blast liquefaction along with
predicted curves from the Christchurch, NZ blast site (Rollins and Hollenbaugh 2015).
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The dashed lines in Figure 2-13 represent predictive curves considering 50% of the static
unit frictional resistance in the liquefied layer and 30% of the FHWA predicted values in the
liquefied layer. The colored lines show the actual shaft loads after liquefaction. The relationship
was highly correlated for the shafts installed at 8.5m and 12m. The auger-cast pile installed to a
depth of 14m appeared to be embedded in a dense soil layer where the pile load changes abruptly.
It was assumed that liquefaction may not have occurred in that location due to denser stratum than
at the other pile locations (see Rollins and Hollenbaugh 2015). The actual unit side-friction for the
piles was 50% to 70% of the resistance predicted using the FHWA equations for drilled shafts
(Rollins & Holenbaugh 2015).
Kevan and Rollins (2017) were recently part of three full-scale blast-induced liquefaction
tests conducted in Turrel, Arkansas. An H-pile, a pipe pile and a pre-cast concrete square pile were
installed at a site with 9.1m of clay underlain by liquefiable sand and silty sand. The blast test was
successful at liquefying a layer about 5m thick at a maximum depth of about 15m. A Pile Driving
Analyzer and Embedded O-cell were used to estimate the side-friction and end-bearing resistance
compared to direct and indirect methods. By iterating the neutral plane location, the predicted pile
settlement closely corresponded to the actual values after blasting. The percentage of post
liquefaction skin-friction compared to initial skin-friction in the liquefied zones were 49% for the
H-pile, 38% for the pipe pile and 47% for the concrete square pile. The incremental skin-friction
in the non-liquefied zones was nearly the same as obtained from the pre-blast values. The neutral
planes for each pile were below the liquefied zones which was found to be contrary to the
assumption from Fellenius and Siegel (2008; see also Kevan 2017), presumably due to soil
settlement for layers with less than 100% excess pore pressures.
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Case Study Scope and Objectives
To further investigate the dragload that develops on deep foundations in post-liquefied
soils, a full-scale test was performed in Mirabello, Italy in conjunction with the National Institute
of Geophysics and Volcanology (INGV) of Italy. A site was chosen based on liquefaction
observation from previous seismic events. The soil profile consisted of a clay to a depth of 6m
underlain by liquefiable sand and sandy silt. The test pile was chosen based on subsurface
investigations and consisted of a 250mm diameter grouted micropile extending 17m below ground.
The micropile was instrumented with strain gauges to measure the load in the pile vs depth. Pore
pressure transducers and profilometers were placed around the micropile between 6.5m and 16.7m
below ground to monitor the liquefaction and its effects on soil consolidation. The target stratum
for liquefaction at Mirabello contained relatively higher fines content compared to previous tests
(FC ≈ 18-76%). A blast technique using explosives to generate long duration cyclic periods was
used as the mechanism for triggering liquefaction. The technique has proven to be successful in
past tests at Christchurch, New Zealand; Vancouver, Canada; and Charleston, South Carolina, in
the U.S. (Wentz et al. 2015, Strand & Rollins 2004, Finno et al. 2016). Blast induced liquefaction
and downdrag had not yet been conducted and analyzed on a micropile foundation in silty sand
deposits. The majority of liquefaction induced downdrag case studies have been performed in areas
of clean sands. The study herein will improve the consistency of the results from previous work
with new variables. Identifying strong correlations from the different case studies will add
reliability to deep foundation design, decrease respective costs, and improve safety. Overall, the
objectives of the case study were to:
(1) Induce liquefaction by blast methods in sands with a high fines content below 6m
(2) Observe soil settlement surrounding a blast zone for two sequential blast tests
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(3) Examine the soil/pile interaction from blast-induced liquefaction
(4) Quantify the resulting downdrag and locate the neutral plane for a micropile foundation
(5) Compare results with a predicted neutral plane based on indirect, direct and case tests
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3

PRELIMINARY SITE INVESTIGATIONS AND CHARACTERIZATION

Site Selection
The test site in Mirabello, Italy was selected because it was located the region between the
cities of Ferrara, Mantova and Bologna where liquefaction features were observed in the 2012
Emilia Romagna seismic sequence (see Caputo and Paothanasiou 2012, Emergeo Working Group
2013, Fioravante et al. 2013, Vannucchi et al. 2012). Mirabello, is located about 60 km north of
Bologna as shown by the red star on the map of Italy in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1 Map of Italy with location of Mirabello, Italy shown by red star (Google
Maps, 2020).
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The moment magnitudes (Mw) of the two largest earthquakes were 5.8 occurring on May
20, 2012 and 5.6 just nine days later on, May 29th (INGV Database). The respective depths of the
hypocenters were 10km and 8km below ground. The towns of Sant’Agostino, San Carlo and
Mirabello are built upon an alluvial plain and channel environment and were only a few kilometers
away from the epicenters (Caputo and Papthanassiou 2012). Significant manifestations of lateral
spreading and liquefaction were observed by town residents and geologic reconnaissance teams
with reports of sand boils and cracks ejecting sandy water in one case up to 2 meters high (Caputo
and Papthanassiou 2012). Figure 3-2 shows the numerous locations surrounding the epicenters
where observable liquefaction evidence was documented.
The selection of the site was driven by the need for a full-scale blast test where pore
pressure and settlement instrumentation could be installed in a readily liquefiable zone.
Additionally, care had to be taken to limit the level of vibrations generated by the denotation of
controlled explosions so as not to disturb nearby residents or cause damage to any existing
structures (Amoroso et al. 2017). Just outside the town of Mirabello, an agricultural plot was
chosen as a safe and liquefiable test location (see Site 2 in Figure 3-2). Significant liquefaction
evidence had been recorded at the location shortly after the Emilia Romagna earthquakes with
sand volcanos that were 3m to 8m large in diameter and ejecta from ground fissures up to 36m
long (Amoroso et al. 2017). The peak particle velocity is a parameter to identify the level of
vibrations based on explosive weight and distance from detonation. The selected range was
predetermined to be between 1.5mm/s and 3.0mm/s for nearby structures and residents based on a
charge weight of 4kg and 350m of clear distance (Amoroso et al. 2017). This range is barely
perceptible to humans and causes no significant damage to historic and residential structures (Kato
et al. 2015).
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Geotechnical Investigations
A thorough analysis of the stratigraphy was performed using historic geological correlations
in the area as well as a variety of geotechnical investigations at the site. The location of the test
site outside of Mirabello, Italy was formed by Holocene and late Pleistocene Age sediments
(Stefani et al. 2018). The complex hydrologic network of Apennine and Po rivers Consisted of
Holocene deposits (Ravenna Subsynthem) to a depth of 17m and Late Pleistocene deposits (Villa
Verrucchio Subsynthem) just below this depth. Between January and February of 2016, a variety
of preliminary site investigations were carried out. Piezocone penetration tests (CPTu), standard
penetration tests (SPT), disturbed sampling, crosshole shear wave velocity tests, and
regular/seismic dilatometer tests (DMT/SDMT) were performed. More specifically, the pre-blast
in-situ site investigations consisted of a 20m deep borehole with four SPTs within the borehole, a
19m deep DMT profile, and a 15m deep dynamic cone penetration (super heavy) test. Figure 3-3
shows a map of the investigations in relation to the circular string of boreholes created for dropping
explosive charges (“Blast Holes” or BH#).

3.2.1

Core Hole Log and Standard Penetration Tests
A core hole was drilled to a depth of 20m and SPT tests were performed at depths of 7m,

8m, 12m, and 15m. Photos of the core samples along with SPT locations from S1 (Borehole and
SPT 1) are shown in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-2 a: Map of liquefaction phenomena following 2012 Emilia earthquake (data
from Emergeo Working Group 2013, Caputo and Papthanasiou 2012, and Regione
Emilia-Romagna 2012); b: Blast test trial area - Site 2 (Courtesy of Amoroso et al. 2017).
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The borehole log from GEO srl. is included in Figure 3-5. Based on the soil descriptions,
the stratum consists of clayey soils down to 5m then sand or silt deposits down to 18m. Below a
depth of 4.5m below ground level (bgl), thicker interbedded layers of sand are present in the
profile. The samples of the sands below 5m were gray in color and silty to the touch. A total of 19
disturbed samples were selected from the core hole samples for index testing (sieve analyses and
Atterberg Limits). The samples were taken to a lab, where the Atterberg Limits and fines contents
were determined.
Table 3-1 provides a summary of the fines content and Atterberg limits obtained from the
laboratory testing. Table 3-1shows that the deposits above 5.5m are medium to high plasticity
clays while the deposits in the 6m to 8m layer are low plasticity silts or silty clays. The fines
content in the silty sands derived from the Po River is typically between 20% and 35%, and the
fines are non-plastic. Based on these parameters and sieve analyses, the soil profile was classified
using the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) and is shown in Figure 3-6.The on-site
descriptions from the report shown in Figure 3-5 were comparable to the classified results with
exception to the transition location between predominant clays and sands.
The fines content for the Mirabello site was much greater than for previous blast tests (see
Rollins & Strand 2004, Rollins & Hollenbaugh 2015), The fines contents from previous case
studies where blast-induced liquefaction was performed were about 10% or less, while at
Mirabello they are 2 to 3 times higher.
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Figure 3-3 Map of subsurface investigations at test site before May 18, 2016.

Figure 3-4 Photos of core sample boxes from borehole S1 (Courtesy of Sara Amoroso
2017).
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Figure 3-5 S1 Borehole log (Courtesy of INGV).
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Table 3-1 Atterberg Limits and Fines Content of S1 Split Spoon Samples
Depth (m)
2.2-2.3
3.2-3.3
4.2-4.3
5.4-5.5
6.2-6.3
7.7-7.8
7-7.3
7.3-7.45
8-8.45
8.7-8.8
9.7-9.8
10.3-104
11.7-11.8
12.7-12.8
13.35-13.45
14.25-14.35
15-15.45
15.5-15.6
16.5-16.6

w (%)
25.5-26.2
44.3-55.6
24.0-24.6
32.6-38.2
30.4-31.2
28.9-31.6
24.8-36
25-26.9
30.6
14.9-16
23-23.3
14.7-15.5
14.8-16.6
24-26.4
17.3-19
16.5-18.3
25.8-26.5
23.4-23.9
13.3-15.5

LL
54
85
49
43
31
23

PL
23
31
22
20
22
18

PI
31
54
27
23
9
5

Fc (%)
100
100
100
73
80
60
37
26
76
32
21
35
34
21
28
27
20
18
33

Table 3-2 SPT Blow-counts and Corrections for S1
Depth

SPT Blow-counts

N60

σ'vo from SDMT1

(N1)60

7m

6-15-24

39

94kPa (2.0ksf)

41

12m

6-9-11

20

136kPa (2.8ksf)

17

15m

10-13-17

30

164kPa (3.4ksf)

24

𝝓𝝓′

39˚
32˚
34˚

Penetration tests were performed at 7m, 8m, 12m and 15m depths. Based on the N values,
the compactness of the coarse-grained soils falls within the medium to dense range, following the
recommendation from Seed et al. (1985) and Skempton (1986). Using the procedures outlined by
Youd et al. (2001) the corrected standard penetration values (N1)60 were computed and are also
shown in Table 3-2.
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The friction angle was found using correlations from Peck, Hanson and Thornburn (1974)
compiled in Kulhawy and Mayne (1990). The equation used to find the friction angle from the
corrected blow counts was:
Equation 3-1

𝜙𝜙 ′ = 54̊ − 27.6034 ∗ 𝑒𝑒 0.014∗(𝑁𝑁1 )60

Six of the disturbed samples were used for a petrographic analysis and carbon dated. The
results were compared with the geohistorical setting of the area. Shown in the Figure 3-6 is a
chronostratigraphical scheme created based on the radiocarbon dating combined with the USCS
results of the samples to create a simplified soil profile.
The topsoil consists of an agriculturally worked mixture of silty-clayey fines down to 1m
below the surface. The Ravenna Subsynthem contains a silty clay (2m to 4m) overlaying a clayey
silt with sand (4m to 6m) and silty sand/sandy silt (6m to 8m). The fluvial Apenninic silty sand
(6m to 8m) was found to have a plasticity index of 5% to 9% and a fines content of about 25% to
75%. Below the fine-grained fluvial depression is a silty sand layer from 8m to 17m from the
Holocene Age Po River channel which overlays the Late Pleistocene silty sand sediments. The
paleochannel deposits from the Po River contained a fines content of 20% to 35%.

3.2.2

Flat Dilatometer Tests
Five flat dilatometer test profiles were performed before the blast as shown in Figure 3-3.

The testing procedures followed guidelines developed by Marchetti (1980). Readings were taken
at 0.2m intervals. For each interval, three initial parameters calculated from the DMT data using
Marchetti (1980) and
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Figure 3-6 Chronostratigraphical profile below ground (bgl) (Amoroso et al. 2016, Bruno
et al. 2016).
Schmertmann (1986) are the Material Index (ID), Horizontal Stress Index (KD) and Dilatometer
Modulus (ED) and are shown in Figure 3-7 for the five DMT locations. In addition, liquefaction
resistance was eventually correlated using methods developed by Monaco et al. (2005), Tsai et
al. (2009), Robertson (2012) and others.
Based on the ID value, the stratum consists of fine-grained soils above 8m with silty sands
below as shown with the in Figure 3-7, which is consistent with the disturbed samples. Each test
follows a similar trend but there are deviations at the various depths. SDMT1, which was
performed in January of 2016, indexes sandy silts between 1m and 3m (+1 STD) and at 8m finer
deposits compared with the other SDMTs (-1 STD). The horizontal
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ID

KD

ED

Figure 3-7 Average and Standard Deviation ranges for Material Index, Horizontal Stress Index, Constrained Modulus and
Dilatometer Modulus from DMTs performed January-April 2016 (USCS Profile from SPT).
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stress index is high in the cohesive surface layers, likely due to overconsolidation from desiccation,
dips low between 5m and 8m bgl in the Appenninic silt but then remains at about 5 for the sand
below. The lower KD in the silt between 5m and 8m bgl indicates that it is normally consolidated
(Marchetti 1980). The vertical drained constrained modulus (M) is a function of volumetric strain
and effective stress. Correlations have found that the value can be found using ID, ED, and KD
(Marchetti 1980). The lower magnitude of constrained modulus between 6m and 8m suggests that
the layer will potentially experience liquefaction-induced settlement. The DMT constrained
modulus has proven to be an excellent resource for predicted settlements compared to other
methods due to the value being dependent upon the stress history of the soil (Marchetti & Crapps
1981).
A useful chart for determining the soil description and unit weight was created by Marchetti
and Crapps (1981) and the data from SDMTA1 was overlaid (see Figure 3-8). The chart plots the
dilatometer modulus vs material index. For respective layer types organized by color, the
simplified soil profile from the SPT data is shown in Figure 3-7. The classification of soils shows
a positive relationship and most points fall under medium to loose sands, medium dense to
compressible silty sands/clays and medium stiff to very soft silty clays. Determining the unit
weight of the sand based on the approximate bulk specific gravity (γ/γw or GM as shown in Figure
3-8) of 1.9, gives a unit weight of 18.6 kN/m3.
The lateral earth pressure coefficient, overconsolidation ratio, undrained shear strength and
friction angle were also found using correlations from Marchetti (1980), Monaco et al. (2014) and
Hossain and Andrus (2016) and the data is displayed in plots combined with CPT correlations in
Section 3.2.3.
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Figure 3-8 Material Index, Horizontal Stress Index and Dilatometer Modulus from
DMTs performed January-April 2016.

3.2.3

Cone Penetrometer Tests
The cone penetrometer tests were conduced by Geo Geotecnica and Geognostica srl. The

initial CPTu was performed on January 14, 2016 as part of three tests in the area to make an
informative decision on the blast site for the highest liquefaction potential. Four additional CPTu
tests were carried out on April 5th and 6th of 2016. Each test registered tip resistance, sleeve friction
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and dynamic pore pressure at 0.01m depth intervals. Figure 3-9 shows the cone tip resistance
corrected for pore pressure effects [qt=qc+u2*(1-a) with a of 0.8], friction ratio (Rf), Soil
Behavioral Type Index (SBT Ic) calculated using the method by Robertson (2010) and in-situ pore
pressure (u2). The equation used to determine the friction ratio is:
𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 =

Equation 3-2

𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 ∗ 100%
(𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐 )
𝑓𝑓

where 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟 = 𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠

Equation 3-3

𝑡𝑡

qc is the uncorrected cone tip resistance and fs is the sleeve friction. With fr and qc the bulk specific
gravity can be found using the relationship developed by Robertson and Cabal (2010).
𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐
𝛾𝛾
�𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 = 0.27 ∗ log(𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟 ) + 0.35 ∗ log � � + 1.236
𝑃𝑃

Equation 3-4

𝑎𝑎

Pa is atmospheric pressure at 0.101 MPa. The calculated specific gravity is very close to the value
obtained subsequently from Figure 3-8 Material Index, Horizontal Stress Index and Dilatometer
Modulus from DMTs performed January-April 2016.based on the DMT data. CPTu2 was pushed
to 20m bgl and the other tests were pushed only to about 15m bgl. CPTuA1, CPTuA2, and CPTuA3
were unable to register data above 3m bgl. The simplified soil profile from the SPT sampling is
shown to the left for comparison with the CPTu data.
Figure 3-9 shows the average values with ± 1 standard deviation. All CPTu tests show a
similar relationship of fine-grained soils above 6m bgl where qt is low, Rf is relatively high and
undrained pore pressures are observed. The plots in the Figure 3-9 also show a few thin interbedded
layers of fine-grained soil below 10m bgl. However, the overall contribution in the pile
calculations later in this report can be neglected since the layers are relatively thin. The bottom of
the fine-grained layer appears to occur 6m bgl with silts to silty sands between 6m and 8m. At the
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time of the blast tests, a ground water table of 4.5m bgl was observed using measurements from
boreholes. The 4.5m measurement is comparable with the GWT level measured in the January
CPTu2 and matches the overall trend of each CPTu. The behavior type is very similar to the USCS
simplified classification described previously in Figure 3-6.
Another chart created by Roberston and Capanella (1983) to classify soil based on Rf and
qc is shown in Figure 3-10. The CPT data overlaid on the plot shows the layers corresponding with
the colors and USCS classification from Figure 3-6. A higher friction ratio relative to qc suggests
that the soil is a finer-grained or undrained material. A low cone bearing value and a low friction
ratio suggests that the soil will behave as a sensitive soil whereas data points plotting on the
opposite side of the chart would indicate the soil is likely overconsolidated or cemented. For the
Mirabello test site, the sandy soil appears to be contractive and sensitive. In addition to Figure
3-10, an updated chart plotting normalized cone resistance (Qtn) vs normalized friction ratio (Fr) is
shown in Figure 3-11. The normalized chart accounts for overburden stress with depth and includes
a zone, based on CPT data, where young, un-cemented, insensitive and normally consolidated soils
will plot (Robertson and Cabal 2015). The normalized values are found with the following
equations.
𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 =

Equation 3-5

𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 ∗ 100%
�𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐−𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 �

where 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = (

𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎

Equation 3-6

)

Both Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 show that the sand layers are normally consolidated. The clay
layers plots in the stiffer cemented zones. Variability in the layering of the soil within the
simplified profile as well as behavior differences cause the data to plot across the behavioral zones.
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Nonetheless, the majority of the data appears to reside within the appropriate bounds. The sand
layers plot in the normally consolidated zone for clean and silty sands.
Another soil classification approach using CPT data was developed by Eslami and
Fellenius (1997) and is shown in Figure 3-12. The majority of the of the data points in Figure 3-12
from CPTu2 appear to fall within the zones as outlined in the chart. Points that fall outside of the
respective zones likely indicate interbedded layers. If the data were divided into smaller layer
increments, the correlation is expected to be more precise. The silty sand layer between 6m and
8m appears to have a layer of sand shown by the data points in zone 5. Layers that fall within zone
1 are classified as collapsible or sensitive soil behavioral types. Similar to Figure 3-10, the same
layers between 0m and 8m likely contain sensitive deposits.
The relative density, overconsolidation ratio and friction angle were calculated from the
CPT data and correlations developed by Kulhawy and Mayne (1990). The equation for relative
density is:
𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟 = �

Equation 3-7

𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 0.5
�
305

1

where 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛 = �𝜎𝜎′ �
𝑜𝑜

Equation 3-8

0.5

qc is the cone tip resistance.
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Figure 3-9 CPTu Data from the Mirabello test site.

Static Water Table

Figure 3-10 Classification of soil based on CPTu2 test results (plot from Robertson &
Campanella, 1983).

The equation used for the overconsolidation ratio is:
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = (

Equation 3-9

𝜎𝜎′𝑐𝑐
)
𝜎𝜎′𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

Equation 3-10

where 𝜎𝜎′𝑐𝑐 = 0.33 ∗ (𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 − 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 )𝑚𝑚

σ'c is the pre-consolidation pressure, m is equal to 1.0 for clays, 0.85 for silt mixtures, 0.8 for silty
sands and 0.72 for clean sands.
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Figure 3-11 Classification of soil based on CPTu2 normalized test results (plot from Robertson
& Cabal 2015).

And the equation used for determining the friction angle is:

Equation 3-11

𝜙𝜙 ′ = 17.6 + 11 ∗ Log(𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )

All three of these parameters and plotted in Figure 3-13 and correlations from the DMT and SPT
are included for comparison.
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Figure 3-12 Eslami and Fellenius Soil Classification Chart overlaid with data from
simplified profile (1997).

Figure 3-13 shows the CPT data in blue, DMT data in green and SPT data in red. The
dashed lines are the minimum and maximum bounds for the respective tests of the pre-blast series.
Gaps in the DMT series are because some correlations are only provided for cohesive or
cohesionless soil types. The CPT calculations were continuous regardless of the soil type although
the correlation is not always acceptable.
From Figure 3-13 it is apparent that the relative density of the sand layer below 8m is about
50% and does not vary appreciably with depth. The sand classifies as medium dense according to
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command parameters for sand (1982) and agrees with Figure 3-8.
A macro view of the soil profile shows that the stratum above 8m bgl are mix and fine-grained
while the layer below 8m is a uniform sand.
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The calculated friction angle from the DMT, CPT and SPT show good agreement below
8m. The purple dashed line is the linear trend of friction angle calculated from the plasticity index
relationship identified in Terzaghi, Peck and Mesri (1996). The red dashed line represents a linear
trend in friction angle from SPT results. The SPT value deviates just beyond the minimum and
maximum bounds of the CPTs and DMTs. The general value is close to the plateau of the DMTs
and CPTs below 8m. The friction angle for the sand layer appears to be within the range of 33 to
38 degrees. The average friction angle does not align as well between tests above 8m because the
soil is predominantly fine-grained.
The overconsolidation ratio between the DMT and CPT calculations show a similar trend
to the sands below 8m being normally consolidated. The Kulhawy (1990) equation to find OCR
from the CPT data may calculate an unrealistically larger OCR since the DMT trend appears to be
targeting an OCR of 1 to 2 at greater depths. This finding corroborates the soil behavioral type
shown in Figure 3-11.
Typical fine-grained characteristics observed when evaluating cyclic effects on soil
are the sensitivity index, lateral earth pressure coefficient, and undrained shear strength. Various
theories have formed a relationship between the corrected cone tip resistance and undrained shear
strength (Su). An average relationship of Cu to CPT corrected cone resistance recordings was
developed by Robertson & Cabal (2015) and is given by the equation,
𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢 =

𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 − 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

Equation 3-12

where Nkt is an empirical value that varies from 10 to 18 and increases with higher plasticity and
decreases with a higher soil sensitivity. The increase in undrained shear strength is directly
proportional to the increase in liquefaction susceptibility.
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Figure 3-13 Relative density, friction angle, and overconsolidation ratio from CPT, DMT and SPT.

Soil sensitivity can be found by dividing the peak undrained shear strength by the remolded
undrained shear strength, su(remolded). Sensitivity is used to measure the loss of strength in a soil
under seismic loading (Abuhaja et al. 2010). Robertson (2012) states that the Cu(remolded) is more or
less equal to fs. The result is shown in the following equation.
𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 =

𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢

𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)

≈

𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢
7
=
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠
𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟

Equation 3-13

Values are compared with the soil sensitivity index as shown in the following table. A quick soil
will behave as a fluid during a cyclic event without a change in the natural water content.
Table 3-3 Sensitivity Index of Clays (Rosenquist 1953)
St
Degree of Sensitivity
1-2

Low sensitivity

2-4

Medium Sensitivity

4-8

Very Sensitive

8-16

Slightly Quick

16-30

Medium Quick

>30

Very Quick

The at-rest lateral earth pressure coefficient, ko, can be found as a function of the friction
angle and overconsolidation ratio of the soil (Mayne and Kulhawy, 1982).
𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 = (1 − sin 𝛷𝛷′ )𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝛷𝛷

Equation 3-14

′

A lower lateral earth pressure coefficient and effective stress increases the possibility of
consolidation from a cyclic event. In Figure 3-14, the soil sensitivity, undrained shear strength and
lateral earth pressure coefficient were calculated from DMT and CPT data and are plotted vs depth
for the fine-grained layers at the Mirabello test site. The fine grain layers appear to be low to
medium sensitive with increasing sensitivity from 5m to 6m bgl. Sand fissures likely cause the
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computed values to break into the slightly quick classification between 3 and 4m. The lateral earth
pressure coefficient computed from DMT and CPT data show a decreasing trend from 2m to 6m
bgl. Although the coefficient decreases, the effective stress increases with depth and will not cause
a relative decrease in lateral earth pressure. The fine-grained layer is not expected to liquefy or
consolidate. The undrained shear strength computed from the DMT and CPT data appears to vary
by 30 kPa likely due to difference between empirical approach of the CPT and horizontal stress
index of the DMT.

3.2.4

Shear Wave Velocity Tests and Correlations
The shear wave velocity throughout the profile was recorded with four SDMTs at 0.5m

depth intervals. The shear wave was created by striking a weighted block at the surface with an
instrumented hammer. The state of in-situ stress of the soil influences the Vs value (Hardin &
Drnevich 1972) and the shear wave velocity can be corrected for overburden stress using the
following equation from Robertson et al. (1992).
𝑃𝑃

Equation 3-15

𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 = 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 ≤ 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 (𝜎𝜎′𝑎𝑎 )0.25
𝑣𝑣

where Cv=1.4 (Andrus & Stokoe 2000)

Equation 3-16

and Cv=1.5 (Kayen et al. 2013)

Equation 3-17

The limits of Cv are applied at shallow depths. The shear wave velocity was also estimated from
CPT values and corrected for overburden pressure using the following equation from Robertson
and Calab (2016).
Equation 3-18

𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 = [𝛼𝛼𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 − 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣 )/𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 ]0.5
where 𝛼𝛼𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 10(0.55𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼+1.68)

Equation 3-19
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Figure 3-14 Sensitivity, lateral earth pressure coefficient and undrained shear strength from CPT and DMT.

Figure 3-15 compares the average shear wave velocity from the three methods. Figure 3-15 shows
congruent shear wave velocities between methods from 9m to 12m bgl. The SDMT corrected shear
wave velocities appear to be higher than the uncorrected SDMT values and CPT correlations above
9m bgl. The SDMT corrected shear wave velocities do not exceed 200 m/s which signals that the
soil profile has liquefaction potential provided a CSR greater than 0.2 (see section 3.3, Juang et al.

Depth (ft)

2002, Andrus & Stokoe 2000 & Kayen et al. 2013).

Figure 3-15 Average shear wave velocities from SDMT data and CPT correlation.
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To determine the cementation and age of a layer with unusual characteristics, the ratio of
small-strain shear modulus to cone tip resistance (Go/qt) was compared with the normalized cone
tip resistance (Qtn). The initial shear modulus, Go, is the relationship between shear stress and shear
strain at very small-strain (10-4%) and can be obtained from the equation
Equation 3-20

𝐺𝐺𝑜𝑜 = ρ𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 2

where Vs is the shear wave velocity and the mass density, 𝜌𝜌 = 𝛾𝛾/𝑔𝑔.

Data for Go/qt and from a variety of tests with siliceous and cemented calcareous sands

across the world fall within a relatively narrow strip. The relationship has proved a useful
classification of stiffness and strength of a soil (Schneider & Moss, 2011). The lower bound of the
range is limited to a value of Kg<215 and the upper bound is at Kg>330 where Kg is a modulus
number defined by the equation (Schneider and Moss, 2011):
Equation 3-21

𝐾𝐾𝐺𝐺 = [𝐺𝐺𝑜𝑜 /𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 ] ∗ 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 0.75

Soils with a modulus number below 330 are mostly young, Holocene-age, uncemented, coarsegrained soils (Schneider and Moss, 2011). Figure 3-16 shows the sand layers below 8m overlaid
on the other data collections comparing the ratio of small-strain to large-strain properties (Go/qt)
with the normalized cone tip resistance. Figure 3-16 shows that the Kg values for the 8m to 12m
layer and 12m to 20m layer at CPTu2 are in the low two-hundred range. Therefore, these layers
are likely to be young and uncemented favoring high compressibility and increased liquefaction
susceptibility. This result is consistent with geological site characterization and carbon 14-dating
which was discussed previously.
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Figure 3-16 Correlations between normalized cone tip resistance and small-strain shear
modulus in various sand deposits (plot after Eslaamizaad & Robertson, 1996 and
Schnaid et al. 2004).

Liquefaction Assessment
Multiple procedures for various in-situ tests were used to determine whether the soil at the
test site is liquefiable and what depth was most susceptible to liquefaction. For the CPT test results
the Idriss and Boulanger (2008) and Boulanger and Idriss (2016) method was used. For the DMT
test, procedures by Monaco et al (2005), Tsai et al. (2009), Robertson (2012) and Marchetti (2016)
were used. For the shear wave velocity data, the Andrus and Stokoe (2000) and Kayen et al. (2013)
correlations were used. The typical simplified procedure to determine liquefaction susceptibility
is to compute a factor of safety based on the Cyclic Resistance Ratio (CRR) relative to the Cyclic
Stress Ratio (CSR) as first suggested by Seed and Idriss (1971).
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The factor of safety (FSliq) is given by the equation:
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 =

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
∗ 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

Equation 3-22

where CSR is the cyclic stress-induced by earthquake forces and CRR is the dependent upon the
soil’s resistance to liquefaction. MWF is the moment magnitude weighting factor where an
earthquake with a magnitude of 7.5 would yield a unity of 1. There are a variety of recommended
ways to calculate the CRR factor (see Youd et al. 1997, Andrus & Stokoe 2000). Although this
factor of safety is not representative of the magnitude caused by blasting, the value was explored
to gain a general idea of the profile susceptibility to a liquefying event. Using the seismic
microzonation study from the municipality of Mirabello, a moment magnitude (Mw) of 6.14 and
peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.2175g was used for liquefaction analysis (Amoroso et al.
2017).
The test data used for the liquefaction analysis was selected from CPTuA1 and SDMTA1
since both tests were near the center of the blast zone. Figure 3-17 shows the CSR compared to
CRR, FSliq and liquefaction potential index (LPI) from the CPT data. The Boulanger and Idriss
(2016) method shows a higher liquefaction potential compared to the Idriss & Boulanger 2008
method due to updated correlations for computing CSR and CRR. The updates include improved
relationships for the magnitude scaling factor and steps to estimate the soil fines content from the
soil index. Both methods show liquefaction potential between 6m and 8m bgl with scattered
potential down to 12.5m bgl.
Figure 3-18 shows the CSR compared to CRR, FSliq and liquefaction potential index (LPI)
from the SDMT data. The SDMT approach uses the horizontal stress index, Kd and material index,
Id to determine CRR. The Boulanger and Idriss (2016) method of computing CSR was used to
determine the safety factor against liquefaction. The Monaco et al. 2005 correlations appear to
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give less conservative CRR values. The plotted trends resulting from varying methods corroborate
showing moderate liquefaction potential from 6 to 12m bgl. If the correlations were compared with
the Idriss and Boulanger 2008 CSR, the LPI would decrease.
Figure 3-19 shows the CSR compared to CRR, FSliq and liquefaction potential index (LPI)
from the shear wave velocity corrected for overburden stress. Andrus and Stokoe (2000) show a
correlation from multiple case history data that soils with a fines content greater than 6% must
have a corrected shear wave velocity less than 200-215 m/s to be susceptible to liquefaction.
Compared to SPT and CPT methods the Vs is more sensitive to weak interparticle bonding and as
a result the values may be affected by young, loose soils (Andrus & Stokoe 2000). Kayen et al.
(2013) uses probabilistic models as a function of the moment magnitude for the event. Since the
moment magnitude is less than 7.5 for the Mirabello site, the Kayen et al. (2013) method is less
conservative. Figure 3-19 shows that the Andrus & Stokoe (2000) approach signals low
liquefaction potential between 6m and 8m bgl.
All three approaches suggest that the best chance of liquefaction with the given parameters
and soil profile occurs between 6m and 8m bgl with possible liquefaction down to 12m. The target
zone also agrees with data collected from Youd and Perkins that Holocene age river channel
deposits have a high likelihood to be susceptible to liquefaction when saturated (1978). For that
reason, it was determined to place charges at 7m and 11m bgl.
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Figure 3-17 CSR, CRR, FSliq and LPI from CPTuA1.
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Figure 3-18 CSR, CRR, FSliq and LPI from SDMTA1.
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Figure 3-19 CSR, CRR, FSliq and LPI from SDMTA1 (Vs1).

4

BLAST TEST PROCEDURE

Explosives Setup and Blast Procedure
From prior observations with other case tests, explosives were selected as the mechanism
for generating the necessary rapid shaking to increase pore pressures and liquefy the soil (Ashford
et al. 2004, Van Ballegooy et al. 2017, Finno et al. 2016, Wentz et al. 2015, Rollins & Strand 2007,
Rollins et al. 2005). Although explosives generate high frequency accelerations, previous tests
have shown that blasting can simulate ground velocities and displacement amplitudes similar to
earthquakes (Wentz et al. 2015, Amoroso et al. 2017, Ashford et al. 2004, Mahvelati et al. 2016,
Gianella & Stuedlein 2017). Limitations prove that the mechanisms of pressure generation are not
identical to earthquakes yet other methods to produce substantial cyclic motions at depths beyond
10m involve tests that cannot be performed on naturally deposited soil.
To provide redundancy to the test data it was decided that two blasts would be performed.
Sixteen PVC pipes were placed inside boreholes at the test site to allow for installation of dynamite
(ERGODYN 35E) to specific depths and to encase vent gas pressures. Each blast hole was marked
with a number as shown in Figure 4-1 and placed around a circle close to the CPTu2 location. The
blast holes were equally distributed around the circumference of the 10-m diameter circle
(Amoroso et al. 2017). Varying quantities of the dynamite were placed at depths near the layers
of greatest liquefaction potential (see Figure 4-2). The first blast consisted of 8 blast holes with
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two decks of charges placed at 11m (2.0 kg) and at 7m (1.875 kg). The explosives were rated for
a 5.9m/sec detonation velocity expelling 20 MPa in pressure per 1.25kg of dynamite (Amoroso
2017). During the first test blast, the unfilled PVC pipes for the second blast were damaged and
filled with sand to a depth of about 7m. Therefore, Blast 2, consisted of one deck of explosives
with a 2.5kg charge in each hole placed at 7m depths in the remaining 8 unused blast holes. Each
charge was buried inside the PVC pipe with sand backfill and topped off with sandbags to help
direct the forces from the blast outwards to the surrounding soil at depth. Each charge was
detonated with a 42-millisecond delay between charges in the same hole and 200-millisecond delay
between charges in sequential holes.

Figure 4-1 Left:Blast hole with blue PVC pipe to install explosives down to depth. Right:
Explosive charge being installed by licensed blasters.
For the first blast sequence, explosives were placed at their predetermined depths in blast
holes (BH#) 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 (see Figure 4-2). For blast two, explosives were placed in
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blast holes 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 (see Figure 4-2). The perimeter of the circle that the blast
holes make is called the blast zone or blast circle as often mentioned in this report. The blast forces
were predicted to be the largest nearest the blast holes, but the cumulative force of all the blast
typically produces the greatest settlement at the center of the circle. The cyclic forces were
determined to be the greatest within the blast zone. Figure 4-2 shows the blast hole layout in
circular formation relative to the micropile location. Figure 4-2 also shows a cross sectional view
of the depths that the explosives were installed to inside of the blast holes for Blast 1 and Blast 2.

Blast Test Performance
The first blast test occurred on May 18, 2016 at 14:19:50 and the second blast occurred at
19:31:00 the same day. During the blast, the charges all detonated with their respective delays as
planned. Shortly after blast, gas pressure within the blast pipes caused some of the pipes to rise
from the ground up to 1m as shown in Figure 4-3. At some locations, smoky gases were released
in gaps immediately surrounding the blast holes. Within a minute after the blast, sand boils erupted
at the surface in the area.
Once the blasters allowed personnel to approach the site, it was found that the vigorous
shaking from the blast had caused a short in the electrical circuit board recording strain and pore
pressure data leading to some loss of data. Additional details regarding this issue are discussed in
subsequent chapters. For three of the blast holes adjacent to the holes used for Blast 1, soil had
entered the tubes through cracked portions of the pipes. The sediments were dredged from the
holes to allow the second blast charges to be placed at a depth of 7m below ground. In between
blasts multiple investigations and measurements were performed. Caution was taken as to not
interfere with any data retrieval.
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Figure 4-2 Map of blast hole locations at test site with profile view.

Figure 4-3 Blasthole pipe extrusion from Blast 1 pressure.

Five hours after the first blast, the blast zone was cleared once again. Participants observed
from a safe distance as the explosives were set off as planned. Photos from a blast video are shown
in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4 Frames from Blast 2 video of test site before (top) and during blast (bottom).
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The previous figures show the blast holes covered with sandbags to help direct the blast forces
into the ground instead of straight out the top of the pipes. Wires ran the length of the field to the
explosive charges as well as to other instruments. Blue pipes sticking out of the ground were used
for settlement measurements. The waves from the blasts caused the surface water from dredging
to move a small distance off the ground.
After the second blast, a noticeable depression was evident within the blast zone. Surface water
collected at the center of the blast ring, suggesting the center was the lowest elevation in the local
area. Due to the disturbance of the ground it was uncertain whether or not sand boils from the first
blast had extruded more material. However, water was shot from two open blast holes that were
used in the first blast signaling high pore pressures in the soil.
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5

BLAST-INDUCED LIQUEFACTION

To monitor liquefaction with depth, pore pressure transducers (PPT) were installed to
determine the pore pressure in the soil stratum before, during, and after the blast event. The
calculation of the excess pore pressure ratio (Ru) provides an easy-to-read value to compare the
original pore pressure value with the excess pore pressure generated by cyclic motions within the
soil. Ru is defined is defined by the equation
Equation 5-1

Ru = Δu/σ’o

where Δu is the excess pore pressure above initial static pore pressure, and σ’o is the initial vertical
effective stress. Research shows that an Ru greater than 0.8 signals that the soil is essentially
liquefied (Rollins et al. 2005). An Ru of 1.0 means the excess pore pressure is equal to the confining
pressure, which thereby decreases the effective stress of the soil to zero, as discussed previously.
Considerations were made to ensure the layers with highest liquefaction potential were observed
during the test. Other forms of liquefaction evidence were observed, and details are included in
section 5.5.

Pore Pressure Instrumentation Installation and Layout
The transducers provided by Brigham Young University were specifically chosen to
survive the 27.6 MPA blast pressure and record to an accuracy of 0.7 kPa. The transducer units
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were encapsulated inside an acrylic casing in the shape of a cone penetrometer to prevent damage
to the instruments as well as provide a small buffer distance between the soil and recording
diaphragms. Multiple pre-drilled holes in the casing allowed water pressures to reach the unit (see
Rollins et al. 2005). The casing was covered with a thin rubber membrane and was pushed with a
drill rig into the native soil at the base of a bore hole filled with bentonite slurry. Figure 5-1
provides a schematic drawing showing the typical installation diagram for the pore pressure
transducers.

Figure 5-1 Schematic diagram of simplified pore pressure transducer installation.

The rubber membrane helped prevent clogging of the holes in the casing while it was
pushed through the bentonite slurry. Once the instrument reached the bottom of the borehole, the
PPT was pushed an additional 0.3m which ruptured the membrane. The membrane was confirmed
to have ruptured when transient changes occurred in the readings. The electrical wire extended the
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length of the hole and was connected to a computer located a safe distance from the blast site. The
readings for pore pressure data were measured at 0.1 second intervals. Power to the computer was
provided with a gas generator which produced noise in the data. The data was filtered using a 20step moving average.
Seven pore pressure transducers were placed within the blast circle and near the test
micropile between depths of 6.5m and 16.7m. No transducers were placed above 6m; the soil
stratum above that depth were not susceptible to liquefaction because the Ic was greater than 2.6.
Each PPT was randomly scattered in a central location of the blast zone to avoid variations due to
relative distance from the center of the blast zone. The locations and depths of the transducers are
shown in Figure 5-2.
The depth of each pore pressure transducer (PPT) is also summarized in Table 5-1
along with the soil type near the transducer. Table 5-1 shows that the PPT placed at 6.5m was
located near the edge of the interface between fine-grained layers and sandy layers. The rest of the
transducers were placed in soils ranging from silty sand to sand. Using Equation 5-1 the excess
pore pressure was calculated and plotted for each blast. The following sections cover the results
from the tests. Using unit weights provided from SDMTA,1 the vertical effective stresses shown
in Table 5-1 were determined for the various depths of the PPTs.
Prior to the blasts, an initial pore pressure reading was taken to correct the data.
Unfortunately, due to the extreme ground motions from Blast 1, the circuit board which transferred
data from the electronic instruments to the computer experienced a short and temporarily turned
off the data retrieval system for a period of 5 minutes
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Figure 5-2 Map of pore pressure transducer location with depth at test site.

Depth (m)

Table 5-1 Data from SDMTA1 for Calculating Ru
Soil Type
Vertical Effective Stress kPa (psi)

6.5

Silt – Silty Sand

77.17

(11.19)

7.5

Silty Sand

84.23

(12.22)

8.35

Silty Sand

91.59

(13.28)

9.5

Silty Sand

101.89

(14.78)

10.2

Silty Sand

107.68

(15.62)

14

Sand

141.82

(20.57)

16.7

Sand

164.38

(23.84)

The original measurements before and after the shutdown were used for the pore pressure
curves. For the data during the 5 minutes of no recording, the pore pressure measurements for
Blast 2 were extrapolated within the same time frame and scaled upward slightly to match the
starting and end points of the based-on Blast 1 values. This approach was chosen because the
second blast confirmed a trend of pore pressure dissipation from prior full-scale tests (Kevan 2017;
Rollins & Hollenbaugh 2015; Rollins & Strand 2007). Figure 5-3 shows an example of the Blast
2 curve applied to the data gap for Blast 1.
After thoroughly reviewing the data and curves, the predicted behavior for the 5-minute
loss of data is shown with dashed lines on the Blast 1 plots in the following sections. The variables
that may have changed the dissipation curves between the estimated and actual Ru values are the
small residual pore pressures after the first blast test and potential disruption of the original
deposits that would alter the hydraulic conductivity of the soil.
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Figure 5-3 Example of data scaling from Blast 2 dissipation curve to Blast 1 curve.

Blast 1 Pore Pressure Generation and Dissipation
All times reported for the pore pressure measurement are relative to the blast occurring at
a base time 00:00:00. Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 display the excess pore pressure time histories
measured by the transducers for the first Blast on May 18, 2016. The Figure 5-4 shows the curves
for the first 10 minutes after the blast and second figure shows the lengthier dissipation up to
approximately 65 minutes after the blast. At 65 minutes, preparations for the second blast were
underway, and observations of the incremental pore pressure change were no longer beneficial to
record. The dashed lines show the predicted curves based on the Blast 2 results. Solid lines
represent original data retrieved from Blast 1 readings.
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Figure 5-4 Excess pore pressure ratio vs time for Blast 1 PPT data.
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Figure 5-5 Excess pore pressure ratio vs time for Blast 1 PPT data (extended).

PPTs between 6.5 and 10.1m developed Ru values greater than 0.87, indicating that this
zone was liquefied. In contrast, Ru for the PPT at 16.7m did not exceed 0.22. The figures show
that most of the excess pore pressures dissipate to Ru values less than 10% within 15 minutes after
the blast with exception to the PPT placed at 6.5 m. The lingering pore pressure measured by the
PPT located at 6.5m is likely due to its placement in the higher fines content layer with relatively
low hydraulic conductivity. The two transducers placed closest to the explosive charges developed
the largest Ru values shortly after the blast. However, with time the relationship becomes stacked
with the shallowest transducer exhibiting larger excess pore pressure with respect to time
compared to deeper locations. This indicates that dissipation is occurring from the bottom to the
top. Although the peak excess pore pressures vary between the transducers, the dissipation curves
show a similar trend.

Blast 2 Pore Pressure Generation and Dissipation
All time reported for the pore pressure measurements for the second blast is relative to the
blast occurring at a base time of 00:00:00. The second blast occurred approximately 5 hours after
the first blast. The residual pore pressures from the first blast were not significant enough to
drastically alter the procedure for determining the Ru values for Blast 2. Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7
present the excess pore pressure time histories measured by the transducers for the second Blast
on May 18, 2016. Figure 5-6 shows the curves for the first 10 minutes after the blast and Figure
5-7 shows the lengthier dissipation up to about 42 minutes after the blast. At 42 minutes the
incremental pore pressure change was no longer beneficial to record.
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Figure 5-6 Excess pore pressure ratio vs time for Blast 2 PPT data.
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Figure 5-7 Excess pore pressure ratio vs time for Blast 2 PPT data.

Figure 5-7 shows that 90% of the excess pore pressures had dissipated within 8 minutes
after the blast, with the exception of the PPT placed at 6.5 m. Both Blast 1 and Blast 2 have similar
trends in the dissipation curves after the 5-minute data loss. However, the Blast 2 Ru values
compared with Blast 1 are lower, likely due to disruption of the soil stratum with ground vents and
sand boils. The vents likely acted as new, shorter drainage paths from the first blast where pressures
could escape instead of remaining in the liquefied layer. A similar effect was observed with
earthquake drains in Rollins and Strand (2007).

Blast 1 and 2 Maximum Excess Pore Pressure Ratios vs Depth
Determining the peak excess pore pressure is valuable for observing which layers liquefied.
Based on the criteria discussed previously, a maximum Ru above 0.8 is considered the limit for
liquefaction evidence within a cohesionless soil with an Ru of 1 indicating full liquefaction (Rollins
et al. 2005). Figure 5-8 shows the peak Ru values for Blast 1 and Blast 2. The lines connecting the
peak values are linear, which is not necessarily representative of the actual curves. The lines
connecting the readings between 10.1m and 16.7m are dashed to show the uncertainty for the peak
Ru values in this range because of the reduced number of PPTs in this zone.
By observing the plotted data, Ru values greater than 0.8 developed from 6m down to 12.3m
for Blast 1 and from 6.5m down to 12.1m for Blast 2. The lower peak Ru at 9.5m is likely due to a
localized denser sand compared to adjacent layers. Below 12m the Ru values decrease rapidly to
about 0.2 at a depth of 17m. The Ru values at 14m are plotted higher than the overall trend line
because the in-situ tests suggest that this layer may be looser than the surrounding layers. Figure
3-13 and Figure 3-9 show a drop in Dr and qt near at 13m bgl and it may be that either soil layer
variability in depth or inaccurate depth records the PPT at 14m accounts for the discrepancy.
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Figure 5-8 Maximum excess pore pressure vs depth for Blast 1 and 2 .

Liquefaction Observation
Sand boils or sand volcanoes are a characteristic feature resulting from subsurface
liquefaction. The increase in pore pressure forces the water through cracks and up to the surface
collecting subsurface deposits within the flow. The vents that create the boils provide a path of
least resistance for pressures to dissipate. Shortly after the initiation of the blast, sand boils were
observed around the blast site providing evidence that liquefaction occurred. A map of each sand
boil location observed after blast 1 is shown in the Figure 5-9. Figure 5-10 shows several
photographs of the sand boils across the site.
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Figure 5-9 Map of sand boils observed from blast tests at Mirabello, Italy.

Figure 5-10 Top Left: Sand Boil C2; Top Right: Sand Boil C3; Bottom Left: Sand Boil
C4; Bottom Right: Sand Boil C5.
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Most of the sand boils shown in Figure 5-9 occurred within the blast circle and others were
observed adjacent to blast holes. A drone image about 30 seconds after blast is shown in Figure
5-11 and the locations of the sand boils correspond with those on the map in Figure 5-9. Table 5-2
provides a summary of geotechnical characteristics of samples obtained from the sand boils at
locations shown in Figure 5-2. The sediments deposited were consistent with the gray silty sand
that was collected using split spoon sampling at depths of 7m and below (Fontana et al. 2018,
Amoroso et al. 2017).

Table 5-2 Field Observations of Sand Boils from Mirabello Blast Test
D50
FC
Sample
Description
(mm)
(%)
C1
Medium sand and gray mud
0.25
12.6
C2
Medium sand and dark gray salt
0.25
5.49
C3
Medium sand and gray fines with brown mud
61.86
C4
Mostly gray sand with some brown mud
61.55
C5
Mostly sand with small amounts of dark gray mud
0.3
7.42
C6
Medium sand with gray fines and brown mud
78.31

Petrographic analysis of the samples from the sand boil and samples from SPT tests showed that
the sand boils came from 6m to 8m deep (Amoroso 2017).
Post-blast investigations included trenches at the blast site performed in July of 2016.
Figure 5-12 shows a trench located adjacent to a blast hole and sand boil (see “A”). The trenches
were used to identify the pre-existing conditions and observe sand vents created from the blast
event and possibly from the earlier seismic event in 2012.
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Figure 5-11 Drone imagery of sand boils at test site (Courtesy of Arainna Pesci).
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Figure 5-12 BH15 trench picture and stratigraphy facing North-West wall (Amoroso et
al. 2017).
Figure 5-12 shows that the trench did not uncover the channels created by the full-scale blast test
but instead sectioned through sand boil channels from the 2012 Emilia Romagna Earthquake.
The previous sand boils may have played a role in loosening the upper layers to re-liquefy during
the full-scale blast test (Youd 1984).
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LIQUEFACTION-INDUCED SETTLEMENT

The quantification of the soil settlement surrounding a deep foundation is a critical element
in determining dragload. As observed in chapter 5, the blast test was successful in generating
liquefaction in the soil. With the increase of excess pore pressures, the natural inter-particle
structure of the soil was disrupted. As excess pore pressures dissipate, re-consolidation of sand
layers can create negative friction on the vertical faces of deep foundations. The depth at which
the load in a deep foundation inflects from axial demand to soil resistance is called the neutral
plane. The case test proved to be an optimal way to observe post-seismic settlements in naturally
deposited soils under a controlled and well-investigated environment.

Settlement Instrumentation Installation and Layout
Soil consolidation was measured with a variety of methods at the blast site. Multiple
approaches were used to create a complete and reliable narrative for the settlement due to blast
liquefaction. A comprehensive survey of ground surface settlement and settlement versus depth
provided validity to consolidation observations surrounding the micropile. Ground surface
settlement was monitored with fixed elevation indicators and a conventional level survey. Five 5inch diameter PVC pipes, embedded into the ground across the blast zone, served as “survey rods”
for measuring ground surface settlement with time. These PVC pipes are shown in Figure 6-1 (4
of the 5 pipes).
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MLA Post

Micropile

Figure 6-1 MLA blue PVC piles with elevation tape.

Each PVC pipe, designated MLA1 through 5, was embedded into a 0.8m hole that was then back
back-filled and moderately compacted soil to keep the pipe plumb. Compaction immediately
surrounding the pipes was performed with hand tools to minimize the disturbance of the natural
condition of the soil. Measuring tape was attached to the five posts so that readings could be taken
from a safe distance with a survey level shortly after the blasts. The accuracy that could be
reasonably read from the survey level scope was about 0.5cm (~0.2in). The survey level was
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mounted on a round-head-tripod 21.14m from the center of the blast zone so that the instrument
would not be affected by blast-induced settlement. Before each round of measurements were
recorded, two back-sight elevations were recorded to a point located 125m and 54m away from
the blast to adjust for any movement of the ground surface upon which the leveling tripod was
placed. The 5 blue PVC posts were named as shown in Table 6-1. The post that was closest to the
micropile was named MLPile such that it could be easily distinguishable from the others.
Table 6-1 MLA location information
Distance from
Post
Center of Blast
Circle m (ft)
MLA1
0.57 (1.89)
MLPile
1.99 (6.56)
MLA2
4.74 (15.57)
MLA3
8.21 (27.00)
MLA4
11.53 (37.84)

In addition to the 5 PVC pipes, thirty survey stakes were hammered into the ground at 0.5meter intervals in a straight line out from the center of the blast zone. An additional point, Stake 0
(ML0), was equivalent to the location of profilometer MPA1 found at the center of the blast zone
making 31 points total. Elevation measurements were taken with a survey level on a round-headtripod and a survey elevation rod with 0.3048cm (0.01ft) accuracy. Before each round of
measurements were taken, two back-sight elevations were recorded to ensure that the elevation of
the tripod did not change between recordings. Elevations were recorded before and after each blast
at times when the measurements were feasible.
The settlement of the micropile due to the blasts was also observed by GPS and survey
elevations. A survey elevation rod was placed on the same location of the micropile during each
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recording. Standard survey practices were used to minimize error. Measurements were taken
before and after each blast. GPS readings were taken at similar intervals.
A lightweight unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) was equipped with optical sensors to
perform Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetry. Computer vision received from the
sensors while the UAV flight above the site was processed with an application that created a threedimensional point cloud of data which corresponds to relative location (Pesci et al. 2018, Franke
et al. 2017). UAV flights were performed before and after each blast in pairs to provide multitemporal models (for further information and scaling and processing details refer to Pesci et al.
2018).
Subsurface soil settlement was measured with four profilometers. A profilometer is a
corrugated drainage tube prepared with circular steel zip-ties that are tightened to the outside of
the tubing at premeasured intervals. The metal rings for this case test were installed at 0.5m spacing
along the corrugated pipe. A PVC pipe smaller than the corrugated tubing was inserted vertically
inside the length of the corrugated tube to provide buckling restraint while in the soil as well as
provide access for measurements with a Sondex® probe. Using overburden drilling, a hole was
created just wide enough to insert the profilometer vertically to the hole’s depth. Before insertion,
an anchor was affixed to the end of the tube. The anchor was installed at 18m below grade in a
stiff silty sand. In sandy layers below the water table, the sand naturally collapsed around the tube
which created a bond between the tube and surrounding soil. However, in the cohesive soil layer
from 0 to 6 m, pea gravel was backfilled within the annular space between the corrugated tubing
and the soil. Before blasting, the Sondex® probe was lowered in the PVC pipe to detect the relative
depths of the metal rings. As soil deforms surrounding the profilometer, the tube elongates or
shortens displacing the location of the metal rings with it.
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Figure 6-2 Top Left: Profilometer profile view; Top Right: Picture of sondex device with
capped profilometer; Bottom: picture of anchor affixed to profilometer base.
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The profilometers were placed at varying distances from the center of the blast circle. The
depths of the metal rings were recorded before and after each blast. The tops of the PVC pipes
were measured with conventional surveying equipment before and after each blast to establish a
datum for depth measurements. The top of the PVC pipes were surveyed before and after the blast
to ensure proper readings. Table 6-2 shows the location of the profilometers relative to the center
of the blast circle as well as the accessible profilometer depths.

Profilometer
Name
MPA1
MPA2
MPA3
MPA4

Table 6-2 Profilometer setup
Location from
Center of Blast
Number of
Zone m (ft)
Metal Rings
0 (0)
34
4 (13.1)
37
8 (26.2)
34
12 (39.4)
34

Initial
Profilometer
Depth m (ft)
16.81 (55.2)
17.50 (57.4)
17.06 (56.0)
17.29 (56.7)

The micropile location was between profilometers MPA1 and MPA2. The locations were
chosen as to not interfere with natural soil conditions surrounding the micropile and other sensitive
instruments. The micropile was not placed at the center of the blast circle since the maximum
predicted settlement would occur at the center of the blast. Thus, a profilometer was better suited
for the center of the blast to record settlement and the micropile was placed 2.7m from the center
of the blast. The complete layout of the settlement instrumentation is shown in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3 Map of settlement instrumentation at Mirabello, Italy test site.

Figure 6-3 shows the blast holes in a circle in which explosives were placed. MLA1,
MLPile, MLA2, MPA1, MPA2, and ML0 through ML9 were located inside of the blast circle. It
was expected by this design that the greatest settlement would occur at the center of the blast circle
and decrease as the distance from the center of the circle increased.

Blast 1 Settlement Report

6.2.1

Ground Settlement vs. Time Plots from MLA Readings for Blast 1

The first blast occurred at 14:19:50. Figure 6-4 shows a plot of the recorded settlements
for Blast 1 with all time in relation to the blast occurring at a base time of 00:00:00. The initial
reading was taken before Blast 1 and the final reading was taken right before the site was vacated
for the next blast. The first blast measurements read at each MLA cover a period of about 5 hours
after the blast. Some markers are hidden to clarify the data presented on the plot.
Figure 6-4 shows that the overall settlement at 5:11:00 after the first blast for MLA1 was
19.2 cm, 17.1cm for MLPile, 13.4cm for MLA2, 6.0cm for MLA3, and 2.1cm for MLA4. The
largest settlement took place at MLA1 and decreasing settlements occurred as the distance from
the center of the blast increased. The largest settlement occurred at the approximate center of the
blast zone and not closest to a blast hole. This implies that the cumulative dynamic stress at the
center of the blast produced higher excess pore pressures than immediately adjacent to a given
blast hole if the soil is considered generally uniform in the area. This observation suggests that
there would be some influence of distance on the measured excess pore pressures since they were
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not located all at the same point within the blast zone. However, due to the natural irregularity of
soil layers and the best attempt to centralize the PPT instruments, no such affect was apparent.

Figure 6-4 Settlement reported at MLA points for Blast 1.

Each settlement curve is very similar in shape with most of the settlement happening within
the first 30 minutes after the blast. As the excess pore pressure dissipates over time, the soil settles,
which explains why the shapes of the curves are similar to the excess pore pressure ratio curves
shown in chapter 5. However, at the end of the pore pressure data, only about an hour had passed
since the blast and the dissipation curves were relatively flat by that time, while some additional
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settlement is observed near the center of the blast ring. One reason for the continuation of
settlement could be the low hydraulic conductivity in the fine-grained layers from 6m to 7m
requiring more time for dissipation and subsequent consolidation. Figure 5-5 clearly shows that
the excess pore pressure at 6.5m was still elevated when pore pressure readings were terminated.
The plots in Figure 6-4 show that if there had been more time after the blast to take additional
readings that MLA1, MLPile, and maybe even MLA2 may have continued to settle a couple more
centimeters.
Figure 6-5 provides a plot showing the percentage of total observed settlement over time
for each MLA survey rod.

Figure 6-5 Percentage of total settlement vs time after Blast 1 for MLA points.
Figure 6-5 shows that at each MLA post the ground settled about 85% of its overall
settlement within the first 30 thirty minutes and nearly 90% at 1 hour. These dissipation results are
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very similar to the blast-induced liquefaction tests in clean fine sands reported by Ashford et al.
(2004). Jogs in the plots are due to readings taken at time steps and the real curves would be
expected to be smoother if the measurements were continuous. The ground surface at MLA4, being
the furthest away from the blast center, reached 100% of its observed settlement within 2 hours
and about 2 hours before any other location. This suggests that the disruption of the soil was
minimal 12m away from the blast zone (or about 7m beyond the blast circle). Each curve shares a
similar hyperbolic trend with the incremental settlement decreasing with time.

6.2.2

Ground Surface Settlement Profile from ML Readings Blast 1
After the blast, two level surveys were performed. One at about two-and-a-half hours and

a second at about four-and-a-half hours after the blast. Settlement was calculated based on the
difference between the pre- and post-blast readings. Figure 6-7 shows a plot of the recorded
settlements for the 31 points measured before and after the blasts. The origin is at the center of
the blast ring.
The settlement plot in Figure 6-7 shows that the maximum displacement (18.7cm) occurred
at the center of the blast ring. This was consistently observed in all other settlement measurements.
Settlement decreased to essentially zero (within measurement accuracy) beyond about 13m from
the center of the blast ring. The settlement at 13m from the blast ring center was about 1cm which
suggests that excess pore pressures were generated at that distance.
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Micropile

ML Stake
Figure 6-6 ML stakes placed adjacent to micropile and MLA posts.

Since blast-induced settlement occurred at 10m from the edge of the blast ring it can
reasonably be assumed that a 10m diameter blast circle had overlapping force effects at the center
of the circle 5m from each blast hole. In other words, the 3-dimensional blast interactions were
greatest at the center. Soil consolidation was still occurring after 2 hours and thirty minutes as
shown by the gap between readings in Figure 6-7. Additional settlement at the center caused an
additional 0.9cm of settlement or an additional 5% between 2.5 and 4.5 hours after the blast.
ML5 at 2.5m from the center of the blast ring was closest to the micropile foundation and
was able to capture the soil hanging onto the micropile. The stake was placed approximately 30cm
from the exposed pipe reinforcement. This is evidence that over some depth of the soil, the
micropile settlement was less than the soil surrounding it. The friction from the micropile
prevented the soil from consolidating as it would under the circumstances; a key sign for dragload
on the pile as discussed in chapter 2.
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Figure 6-7 Ground surface settlement measured at ML stakes due to Blast 1 vs distance from center of blast zone.

6.2.3

MPA Readings Blast 1

Before the blast, profilometer measurements were taken at each MPA and the tops of the
pipes were surveyed. At 16:54:50, 2:35:00 after the blast, the tops of the profilometers were again
surveyed and profilometer measurements were then taken with the Sondex® probe. Profilometer
readings took about 10 minutes to perform. Differences between the pre- and post-blast readings
were adjusted considering any elevation change of the inner profilometer pipe, which served as a
reference for the readings. The change in the depth of each ring is considered to be the soil
settlement at the original depth. While taking readings, blockage was found in MPA2 at 4 meters
below ground. MPA2 was placed nearest to the blast holes and the profilometer tubing was likely
damaged when the charges were detonated. The Sondex® probe was no longer able to be lowered
beyond 4m bgl. Although the profilometer tubing below 4m may had been damaged, it was
determined to be reasonable to still considered the measurements above 4m as they appeared to be
similar to MPA1 trends. To predict the results for the values at MPA2, a weighted average between
MPA1 and MPA3 was calculated. Since MPA1 was slightly closer to MPA2 the data is biased to
MPA1 values. Acceptance of the greater influence can also be attributed to the location of MPA2
being inside the blast circle as opposed to MPA3 being outside of the blast circle. Figure 6-8 shows
the settlement with respect to depth curves at the four profilometers due to Blast 1. The estimated
curve for MPA2 is included and shown with a dashed line at and below 4m bgl.
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Figure 6-8 Settlement vs depth from Blast 1 at each profilometer.
Based on the plots in Figure 6-8, the amount of settlement decreased as the distance from
the center of the blast increased just as observed with surface measurements. In addition, the
total settlement at the top of the MPAs was generally quite consistent with the ground settlement
measured by the level survey. Curves MPA1 and MPA3 both show that most (70 to 85%) of the
re-consolidation settlement occurred between 4m and 12m below ground. The clay layer from 0
to 4m appears to have simply moved downward as the underlying layers settled.
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About 60 to 72% of the total settlement occurred within the zone of observed liquefaction
from 6m to 12m; however, 8 to 12% of the total settlement apparently occurred within the finegrained soil from 4m to 6m. Either the profilometer tube had slipped or the silts and sandy silts
caused the consolidation between 4m and 6 m. The settlement profile for MPA3 shows relatively
little settlement in the layer from 4m to 6m in comparison with MPA1. There is the possibility
that the corrugated pipe for MPA1 had reached an elongation limit and produced a tension force
that pulled the corrugated tube downward between 4m and 6m. At the center of the blast ring,
liquefaction-induced settlement produced about 2% volumetric strain in the silty Appeninic layer
from 6m to 8m and about 2.4% volumetric strain in the cleaner Po River sands from 8m to 12m.
These strain values are generally consistent with liquefaction-induced strain values for a M7.5
earthquake based on curves developed by Yoshimine and Ishihara (1992) and Zhang et al.
(2002). There is not a lot of strain present in the fine-grained layers above 6m likely due to the
slow dissipation of water. The maximum settlement recorded at each profilometer is shown in
Table 6-3.
Table 6-3 Maximum settlement of each MPA for Blast 1
Profilometer
Depth m (ft)
Settlement cm (in)
MPA1

3.1 (10.2)

19.9 (7.8)

MPA2

2.5 (8.2)

16.2 (6.4)

MPA3

3.4 (11.2)

6.7 (2.6)

MPA4

2.3 (7.5)

1.5 (0.6)
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6.2.4

Micropile Settlement Blast 1
The elevation of the micropile was recorded before the blast. During the final survey prior

to the site being cleared for the second blast, the elevation of the micropile was read again (just
over 5 hours after the first blast). The difference between these values was 1.5cm which is about
6% of the pile diameter. Refer to chapter 7 for information on the settlement of the pile toe
considering elastic compression.

Blast 2 Settlement Report

6.3.1

Ground Settlement vs. Time Plots from MLA Readings for Blast 2
Blast two MLA measurements were taken using the same procedure as previously outlined.

The interval recordings for the second blast MLA values occured a shorter period of 1:20:00 with
an additional reading 13:09:50 after the blast. The initial reading was taken just before the area
was cleared for the second blast. The last reading was taken the next morning on May 19, 2016 to
observe the consolidation that may have occurred after 1:20:00 post-blast. Blast 2 occurred just
over 5 hours and eleven minutes after Blast 1 was triggered. From the previous section, the
settlement plots show that no significant settlement was occurring 5 hours after blasting. Figure
6-9 shows plots of the recorded ground surface settlement versus time at each MLA for the first
1:20 interval.
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Figure 6-9 Settlement reported at MLA points for Blast 2.

Figure 6-9 shows that the overall settlement about 1:20:00 after the second blast for MLA1
was 12. cm, 11.1cm for MLPile, 8.0cm for MLA2, 2.5cm for MLA3, and 1.0cm for MLA4. The
largest settlement took place at MLA1 and decreasing displacements occurred as the distance from
the center of the blast increased. Each settlement curve is very similar in shape with the most
displacement over time happening within 18 minutes after the blast. Each curve shares a similar
hyperbolic trend.
The soil settlement with time for the second blast is less than that which occurred for the
first blast most, likely due to pre-consolidation and lower pore pressure generation from the smaller
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number of charges as shown in chapter 4. Not shown in the figure is the overall settlement 13:09:50
after the second blast of 14.8cm for MLA1, 13.7cm for MLPile, 10.4cm for MLA2, 3.5m for
MLA3, and 1cm for MLA4. This calculates to MLA1 being displaced by an additional 2.8cm,
2.6cm for MLPile, 2.4cm for MLA2, 1cm for MLA3, and 0cm for MLA4. Figure 6-10 shows the
percentage of the total settlement as a function of time for each MLA.

Figure 6-10 Percentage of total settlement vs time after Blast 2 for MLA points.

Figure 6-10 shows that 50% of the settlement happened within the first 3 minutes after the
blast and at least 60% happened within the first 15 minutes. About 80% of the total settlement
developed after 1 hour and 20 minutes, with the final 20% developing of the last 11 hours 49
minutes. The additional 20% of settlement can likely be attributed to the settlement of the Silt layer
at 6 to 8m depth which did not have time to dissipate in the first 1 hours and 20 minutes.
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6.3.2

Ground Surface Settlement Profile from ML Readings for Blast 2
Measurements at each ML stake were taken using the same procedure as explained

previously. Settlement was calculated based on the difference between the pre-blast and post-blast
readings. Two level surveys were performed after the blast, one at one hour and two minutes after
the blast and the other the next morning 14 hours after Blast 2. Figure 6-11 provides a plot showing
the ground settlement at each ML stake with distance from the center of the blast ring being the
origin.
Figure 6-11 shows that the greatest displacement occurred at 0.5m from the center of the
blast ring with a value of 14.6cm. Similar conclusions can be made about the Blast 2 results
compared to the Blast 1 results. Settlement was essentially zero (within the measurement error) at
a distance of about 13m from the center of the ring, which is similar to that for the first blast. he
settlement around the micropile wasn’t as prominent as that for Blast 1 since the Blast 2 values are
based on the Blast 1 readings. In contrast to Blast 1, the two curves for Blast 2 are separated by a
larger settlement because time was allowed for the silt layer to consolidate.
Because the settlement values near the micropile are not extreme relative to the adjacent
ML stakes the soil was still mounded around the micropile as shown in Figure 6-11. A slight
increase in the mound height can be seen with ML6 at 3m from the center of the blast ring (also
see Figure 6-7).
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Figure 6-11 Settlement recorded at ML stakes due to Blast 2 vs distance from center of blast zone.

6.3.3

MPA Readings Blast 2

Before the second blast, profilometer measurements were taken at each MPA and the tops
of the reinforcement pipes were surveyed. At 9:45:00, 14:14:00 after the second blast on May 19,
2016 the tops of the profilometers were again surveyed and profilometer measurements were taken
with the Sondex® probe. The same procedures and equations were used to determine the
settlement profile with depth at each MPA. Figure 6-12 shows plots of the settlement with respect
to depth for the four profilometers due to Blast 2. The interpolated curve for MPA2 is also
included.
The plots in Figure 6-12 show that the amount of settlement decreased as the distance from
the center of the blast increased. The curves again show that most of the consolidation occurred
between 4m and 12m below ground. The lower boundary of this zone is consistent with the
observed liquefaction due to excess pore pressure readings as determined in chapter 5. The finegrained layers above 4m generally moved downward as a unit owing to the liquefaction-induced
settlement of the stratum below it. Again, there is the possibility that the tensile force induced int
the corrugated pipe between 4m and 6m exceeded the interface friction with the surrounding soil
and pulled down on the pipe above 6m. The pipes had previously undergone displacements due to
Blast 1 and so the curves could possibly be altered based on properties of the pipe; however, this
concept was not taken into consideration for these measurements. The maximum settlement
recorded at each profilometer is shown in Table 6-4.
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Figure 6-12 Settlement vs depth curves from Blast 2 at each profilometer at various
distances from the center of the blast ring.
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Table 6-4 Maximum settlement of each MPA for Blast 2
Profilometer
Depth m (ft)
Settlement cm (in)

6.3.4

MPA1

2.1 (6.9)

16.0 (6.3)

MPA2

3.5 (11.5)

12.4 (4.9)

MPA3

4.3 (14.1)

4.6 (1.8)

MPA4

0.8 (2.6)

1.8 (0.7)

Micropile Settlement Blast 2
A level survey was taken immediately before the second blast. About 1 hour after the blast

the micropile was again surveyed and no pile head movement was recorded.

Combined Blast 1 and 2 Settlement

6.4.1

Combined Subsurface Settlement from MPA measurements
Using the measurements at each MPA from Blast1 and Blast 2 a combined overall

settlement was plotted and is shown in Figure 6-13. The total combined settlement reported is the
difference in settlement from before the first blast up until the survey the day after the blast on
May 19, 2016. The total time that had passed from the first blast was nearly 17 hours. The plots in
Figure 6-14 include the Sondex® readings taken one week after the blast test on May 27, 2016.
The interpolated MPA2 settlement is also shown in both plots with a dashed line. The interpolation
procedure was the same as described previously for MPA Readings during Blast 1.
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Figure 6-13 Total settlement from Blast 1 and Blast 2 vs depth at each profilometer.
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Figure 6-14 Overall settlement 1 week after Blasts vs depth at each profilometer.

Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14 show that the decrease in settlement between 4m and 12m is
approximately linear for MPA1 and MPA3. MPA2 is estimated to have a similar trend. Based on
the pore pressure data, the estimated zone of liquefaction was between 6m and 12m which is why
most of the strain occurred within this zone. Below 6m the stratum was mainly composed of silty
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sands, sandy silts and sands. Below 12m the curves become nearly vertical down to 17m. The
pore pressures below 12m were not large enough to develop liquefaction so large deformation did
not occur. Figure 6-15 shows the maximum settlement values recorded at each MPA for Blast 1,
Blast 2, combined and 1-week combined readings.

Figure 6-15 Maximum settlement recorded at each profilometer.

The maximum amount of settlement decreases as the distance from the blast center
increases. Each MPA profilometer shows proportionate settlement based on reading time after
blasts. The maximum settlement due to Blast 2 was less than that for Blast 1 due to preconsolidation. In other words, the soil had already experienced consolidation due to the first blast
from a natural state and the second blast wasn’t able to compact the soil as much. These values are
again compared with surface instrumentation in the next section. Within a week after the blast, the
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soil continued to consolidate relative to the May 19 reading. By comparison, most of the additional
settlement during this week occurred in the fine-grained soils from 4m to 8m. The slow dissipation
of pore pressures in these silty soils is likely the cause for the additional settlement over time.

6.4.2

Overall Ground Surface Settlement
A plot was created to show the settlement of the thirty-one ML stakes, five MLA posts,

and maximum settlement of the 4 MPA profilometers combined over distance from the center of
the blast. ML data is connected by a solid line. MPA data is connected by a dashed line. And MPA
data is represented by a dotted line. No markers are shown for the MPA data because the maximum
values were below the surface. The maximum settlement values were used because it is expected
that the soil above the point of maximum settlement moves with that layer. The time after blast
reported in the legend is relative to the blast that had occurred before the reading.
The extent of data collected from the site gives excellent reliability to the actual
response at the site. Figure 6-16 shows very similar trends of ground surface settlement over
distance. Gaps between lines can be attributed to the time difference between recordings, location
differences between instruments and varying lengths of drainage paths. The ground section view
of the surface settlement again gives insightful information as to the resistivity of soil settlement
around the micropile. Around 2.0-4.0m from the center of the blast zone soil mounds were created
around the micropile. The holes for the explosives were placed at 5m from the center of the blast
zone. The blast pressures may have forced soil against the face of the micropile which likely caused
the climax of the arches to occur on the right side of the micropile. The bump in the settlement
topography can be seen in Figure 6-17.
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Figure 6-16 Comprehensi ve settlement observations at the Mirabello, Italy test site.

Figure 6-17 Left: Picture of Micropile foundation before blasting during CAPWAP. Right:
Picture of micropile after Blast 1 (notice bump immediately surrounding micropile).

The maximum settlement for Blast 1 occurred at 0m from the center of the blast zone and
was 18.7cm at ML0 and about 20cm for MPA1. The maximum settlement for Blast 2 occurred at
0.5m from the center of the blast zone and was 33.2 m for ML1 and nearly 4cm for MLA1.
Profilometer settlement was not recorded at 0.5m from the center of the blast zone but recorded at
the center. The maximum value at the center of the blast zone was about 35.7cm for the reading
the day after the blast and nearly 38cm after a week passed. The least amount of settlement
recorded occurred at 15m from the center of the blast circle and was 1cm overall. Table 6-5 gives
a comprehensive report of settlement values recorded at ML stakes at points of interest.
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Table 6-5 Ground Surface Settlement at Points of Interest
Dist. from Center of Max Settlement due Max Settlement due
Maximum Overall
Blast m (ft)

to Blast 1 cm (in)

to Blast 2 cm (in)

Settlement cm (in)

0.0 (0)

18.8 (7.4)

13.7 (5.4)

32.5 (12.8)

2.5 (8.2) Mircropile

14.6 (5.7)

12.8 (5.0)

27.4 (10.7)

5.0 (16.4)

12.5 (4.9)

9.8 (3.9)

22.3 (8.8)

10.0 (33)

3.7 (1.4)

1.5 (0.6)

5.2 (2.0)

15.0 (49.2)

0.9 (0.4)

0.0 (0.0)

0.9 (0.4)

As shown in the table, the overall settlement at the micropile was 27.4cm. This value was
recorded the day after the blast and may have increased based on the comparisons with the MPA
as discussed in the previous section.

6.4.3

Subsurface Soil Settlement at Micropile
To determine the soil settlement at the micropile foundation the data from MPA1 and

MPA2 was interpolated based on the relative location to the center of the blast zone. Figure 6-18
shows the expected subsurface settlement at the micropile foundation.
The settlement at the micropile location is less than the settlement at MPA1 because the
micropile was placed further from the center of the blast zone. The additional settlement one week
after the blast test was minimal below 8 m. From 4 to 8 m, the fine-grained layers settled an
additional 2cm at the micropile relative to the reading shortly after Blast 2.
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Figure 6-18 Interpolated subsurface soil settlement at Micropile from MPA1 and MPA2

Assessment of Vertical Ground Deformations with by UAV SfM
Photographs from the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or drones were used by
researchers at INGV to produce a digital elevation model to compute the ground surface settlement
from Blast 1 and Blast 2. The digital elevation models (DEM) were created from the Structure
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from Motion (SfM) software. A plan view map of the ground settlement for Blast 1 at the blast
site is shown in Figure 6-19. The area in purple shows the greatest deformation due to Blast 1
while zones of green show no ground movement from the blast. The ring of blast holes is shown
with a red dashed circle. The overall deformation patterns create a bowl shape that extends about
5m beyond the blast ring. Because the deformation is relatively uniform, this result suggests that
the soil response to liquefaction was similarly uniform after taking into consideration the natural
irregularity of the stratigraphy.
The settlement data from the aerial drone survey was compared with the conventional
terrestrial level survey from the ML stakes along the yellow dashed line shown in Figure 6-20.
The yellow dashed line represents the alignment of the ML stakes and a section cut through the
DEM. A comparison of the profiles from the survey stakes and the aerial survey is provided in
Figure 6-21.
Overall, the comparison between the data processed by the SfM procedure and manual
surveys shows a very similar trend. The greatest difference between the two methods is 8cm
occurring at 0.5m from the center of the blast ring. These differences can be attributed to different
timesteps in which readings were taken, slight differences in the location of the section cut and
actual ML locations, and surface disturbance due to sand boils or human interference. The
maximum settlement recorded by the SfM method was between 21cm to 30cm for Blast 1 and
between 31cm and 41cm for the overall settlement. Both values are comparable to the survey and
profilometer readings shown in Figure 6-16. Clearly, the conventional survey provides a more
accurate representation of along the section line with much less scatter in settlement values;
however, it only provides data along one section. In contrast, the DEM provides a complete
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topographic map of the settlement profile, which would have required much more time and effort
to obtain using a conventional survey.

Figure 6-19 Digital elevation map from SfM flight after Blast 1 (Amoroso et al. 2017).
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Figure 6-20 Drone imagery with section cut of Mirabello, Italy blast site (image courtesy
of Arianna Pesci 2017 ).
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Figure 6-21 Comparison of ground settlement for Blast 1 and Blast 2 of SfM and survey data.

Volumetric Soil Strain and Liquefaction Relationships
Profilometer measurements show that much of the soil strain occurred between 6m and
12m in the liquefied layer. The post-liquefaction volumetric soil strain (εv) was calculated using
the equation:
Equation 6-1

𝑆𝑆
𝜀𝜀𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝑖𝑖�𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖

where Si is the absolute settlement of the layer of interest (i), and zi is the thickness of the layer.
Volumetric strain was computed for two layers in the soil profile, namely the sandy silt from 6m
to 8m and the sand from 8m to 12m. Because the layer from 4m to 6m was cohesive soil and nonliquefiable, we have assumed that the measured settlement in this zone is a result the corrugated
pipe being pulled out of the cohesive layer owing to the large settlement. Therefore, the
displacement from ~4.5m to 6m has been added to the 6m to 8m layer. Table 6-6 shows the
volumetric strain calculated from the MPA readings for each layer during Blast 1 and Blast 2.
Table 6-6 Post-liquefaction Volumetric Strain from MPA results for Blast 1 and Blast 2
Blast 1 Strain
Blast 2 Strain
Profilometer with
distance from center of
6-8m bgl
8-12m bgl
6-8m bgl
8-12m bgl
blast zone (m)
MPA1 (0)
MPile (2.7) (Interp.)
MPA2 (4)
MPA3 (8)
MPA4 (12)

3.30%
3.00%
2.23%
1.73%
0.46%

2.56%
2.15%
1.9%
0.39%
~0%

3.30%
2.96%
1.47%
0.78%
0.15%

1.32%
1.16%
1.05%
0.39%
~0%

Table 6-6 shows that the strain decreased as the distance from the center of the blast ring
increased. MPile soil strain was calculated from the interpolated settlement vs. depth curve in
Sections 6.2.3 and 6.3.3. Volumetric strains for the second blast were somewhat lower than for
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the first blast, particularly at greater depths, presumably because of the densification during the
first blast and the omission of the deeper charges in the second blast.

Settlement Based on Predictive Methods
In this section, measured liquefaction-induced settlement will be compared with settlement
predicted using a CPT-based procedure developed by Zhang et al. (2002). Built upon measured
volumetric strain from cyclic shear testing that Ishihara and Yoshimine (1988) and others had
performed, Zhang et al. (2002) developed a semiempirical method to compute liquefactioninduced settlement. This procedure is dependent upon the normalized clean sand cone tip
resistance (qc1N)cs along with the factor of safety against liquefaction (FS). The (qc1N)cs is obtained
using procedures outlined by Robertson and Wride (1997). The correlation between volumetric
strain and the corrected cone penetration resistance, (qc1N)cs, for various factors of safety is shown
in Figure 6-22. Volumetric strain decreases with increasing equivalent clean sand normalized CPT
values and increases with decreasing the factor of safety against liquefaction up to a limiting value.
For a typical equivalent clean sand normalized CPT tip resistance of 75 (see Figure 6-23) from
CPTu2, the volumetric strain is approximately 3% for a factor of safety against liquefaction of
0.85 and 2.15% for factor of safety against liquefaction of 0.92 according to Figure 6-22.
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Figure 6-22 Relationship between post-liquefaction volumetric strain and equivalent clean
sand normalized CPT tip resistance for different factors of safety (Zhang et al. 2002).

Although not all depths within the liquefaction zone reached an Ru measurement of 1.0,
studies have shown that re-consolidation settlements still occur due to cyclic loading depending
on the grain size of the soil and relative density (Tokimatsu & Seed 1984). Therefore, a factor of
safety against liquefaction greater than 1.0 still yields some settlement due to elevated excess pore
pressure. The Zhang et al. (2002) method accounts for the varying strain levels up to a factor of
safety against liquefaction of 1.3.
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The total settlement was computed from the Mirabello CPT data as well as the evaluated
factor of safety against liquefaction using the following equation.
Equation 6-2

𝑆𝑆 = Σ𝑖𝑖 𝑗𝑗 𝜀𝜀𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑖𝑖

where εvi is the volumetric strain over an incremental depth and Δzi is the incremental depth of the
layer. The computed settlement vs. depth is shown in Figure 6-23 relative to the measured
settlement from Blast 1. In addition, the soil profile, (qc1N)cs profile, and FS profile are shown in
Figure 6-23 to provide the input parameters used in the calculations. An average (qc1N)cs was used
between 6m and 7.5m bgl since at that depth some of the profile data resulted in an Ic above 2.6.
A dashed red line is used to show what the settlement vs. depth curve may have looked like for the
MPile location if no settlement occurred in the clayey layers. The post-volumetric strain value
would be larger from 6m to 8m which would signal a higher FS according to Figure 6-22.
However, with the values displayed in Figure 6-23 the settlement between the measured and
predicted values are very similar from 6m to 12m bgl considering possible slippage of the
profilometer. The total predicted soil settlement is 17cm and the measured settlement for Blast 1
was 17cm. The FS against liquefaction from 6m to 12m bgl was correlated with the bounds from
the Zhang et al. (2002) relationship in Figure 6-22 consistent where pore pressure measurements
showed liquefaction. The factor of safety against liquefaction had to be one or less because
liquefaction was induced before all charges were detonated. Beyond 12m bgl the FS was amplified
to two at 17m bgl which is observed to be agreeable with the inverse trend of the excess pore
pressure and expected values according to correlations made by Tokimatsu and Yoshimi (1983).
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Figure 6-23 Predicted settlement (MPile) using Zhang et al. (2002).

7

LIQUEFACTION EFFECTS ON TEST MICROPILE

Test Pile Design
A micropile foundation was chosen to observe the soil-structure interaction due to
liquefaction at the test site. Based on the pre-blast subsurface investigations at the site, the pile was
designed to reach a depth of 17m where it would be sufficiently deep to extend down to the late
Pleistocene silty sand layer and pass through the target liquefaction zone. The late Pleistocene silty
sand was predetermined as a competent subbase for pile bearing. The nominal diameter of the pile
was designed to be 250 millimeters (mm). A 10 mm thick steel pipe with an outer radius of 114
mm was selected as the internal reinforcement. Figure 7-1 shows a detail section of the pile as well
as a post investigation cut of the micropile provided by Dr. Sara Amoroso, INGV.

Figure 7-1 Left: Post investigation cut of the micropile at 2m depth (Amoroso, personal
communication). Right: Nominal dimensions of the designed micropile.
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Test Pile Instrumentation and Installation
Prior to field installation, the steel reinforcement pipe was instrumented with waterproof
strain gauges at approximately 1.5m intervals along the pile length to an overall length of about
17m along the 18m long pipe. At each interval, two strain gauges were applied to the pipe on
opposite sides of the exterior face. Averaging two gauges at equivalent depths reduced bending
effects. In addition, two gauges provided a backup if one of the gauges unexpectedly failed. The
gauges consisted of water-proof electrical resistance type strain gauges. The electrical wires ran
along the pipe pile reinforcement and exited out of the top of the pile as shown in Figure 7-2. From
a safe distance, a computer was used to record the data from the strain gauges. The data retrieval
system was set up to record values at 0.1 second intervals. The power to the site was supplied using
a gas-powered generator which created noise in the data. However, a filter was applied using a 20period moving average biased to non-extreme values; this is an average of strain values over a 2
second period excluding any value without a sustained extreme in microstrain over 100.

Figure 7-2 Steel reinforcement pile for micropile instrumented with strain gauges.
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IndGeo Due Ltd. was responsible for the pile installation. On April 19, 2016 a hole was
bored to a depth of 17m using the track-mounted drill rig shown in Figure 7-1. Temporary casing
was installed inside of the borehole for placement of the grout. The location of the pile was 2.68m
from the center of the blast zone. The concrete compressive strength of the pile was 20.68 MPa
(3000 psi) and the mix design of the grout conformed to a water to cement ratio of 0.50. The steel
conformed to ASTM A252 Grade 3 specifications and had an average yield strength of 400 MN/m2
(58,000 psi). During installation, the strain gauges that were placed beyond 15.2m were damaged.
The functional strain gauges were located at 1.7m, 3.2m, 4.7m, 6.2m, 7.7m, 9.2m, 10.7m, 12.2m,
13.7m and 15.2m bgl.

Figure 7-3 Micropile installation using a drill rig and casing to create the borehole for
concrete.
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The test pile was cut off at a depth of 2m below the ground surface a few weeks after
blasting. The observed pile diameter of 250 mm was consistent with the designed value. The steel
pipe reinforcement was not perfectly centered but was still close enough to provide reasonable
results.
Instrumentation was installed at distances of 1m or more from the pile to prevent any
disturbance of the soil surrounding the pile. Figure 7-4 shows the location of subsurface
instruments relative to the micropile location. The explosive charges and locations shown are those
for Blast 1. For a description on the Blast 2 explosives refer to chapter 4. Shown in Figure 7-5, a
plan view of the blast site that shows the series of blast tubes, profilometers, topographical
recording points, pore pressure transducer locations and the micropile location.

Dynamic Pile Tests and Observations
Prior to the blast test, a dynamic load test was performed on the micropile by dropping a
hammer weighing approximately 700kg on the pile head from varying heights (20cm, 50cm and
70cm). An instrumented rod was mounted atop the test pile to record strain and acceleration during
impact of the weight. The strain and acceleration measurements were converted to force and
velocity time histories using CAPWAP (Case Pile Wave Analysis Program). The CAPWAP uses
a signal match technique to determine the side and end-bearing resistance mobilized during the
hammer impact. The impact testing and CAPWAP post-processing was conducted by
GEOCONSULT Ltd. in cooperation with Marco Franceschini from TELEIOS Engineering in
Bologna, Italy. The first test was performed on May 16, 2016, 27 days after the pile was installed
which was three days prior to blasting. The compressive strength of the grout was assumed to be
at full 28-day strength.
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Figure 7-4 Profile of locations of subsurface instruments relative to micropile location (Blast 1).
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Figure 7-5 Map of test site instrumentation significant to micropile response.

Figure 7-6 Dynamic load test with custom built hammer.
The engineers performing the analysis divided the pile into 17 depth increments of 1m
each and divided the soil into 8 uniform depth increments of 2.125m each. The results from the
first dynamic pile test analyzed with CAPWAP on May 16, 2016 were before the blasting
occurred and are referred to as CAPWAP-1. Two additional dynamic load tests were carried out
after the blast test. The second test was performed on May 24, 2016, five days after the test blast
as is referred to CAPWAP-2 while the final test was performed on July 13, 2016, about a month
after the blast, and is referred to as CAPWAP-3. Ultimate Load vs depth and load vs
displacement plots interpreted from the three dynamic tests are shown in Figure 7-8. Despite
using a combination of the largest mass available as well as the highest drop height, it was not
possible to mobilize both the full side resistance and end-bearing for the entire pile in any single
test (Francheschini 2017).
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Figure 7-8 shows that much of the load from the first dynamic pile load test (CAPWAP-1)
was transferred to the soil in side resistance down to about 11m. The load vs displacement plot in
Figure 2-1 shows that the pile displaced 5.7mm due to CAPWAP-1 which was only sufficient to
develop about 98kN (22kip) of end-bearing resistance. After CAPWAP-1 the blast test was
performed and the pile displaced 1.5cm at the pile head. 1.5cm is the starting point for the
deflection curves for CAPWAP-2 and CAPWAP-3. For CAPWAP-2, the pile displaced an
additional 8mm and the end-bearing resistance increased to 205 kN (46kip). For CAPWAP-3, the
pile displaced an additional 11.3mm under a much larger load of 850kN (191kip). For the
CAPWAP-2 and CAPWAP-3 tests, very little side resistance developed in the test pile above
depths of 5m and 7m, respectively. In addition, for the zone from 6m to 12m, there was a
significant reduction in skin friction for CAPWAP-2 relative to CAPWAP-1, presumably owing
to liquefaction and disruption of the sand microstructure in this layer which had not recovered after
5 days. One month after the blast, the side friction in this same layer (6m to 12m) had largely
recovered to the pre-liquefaction magnitude. The load from CAPWAP-3 was not large enough to
cause much additional pile to settlement nor significantly increase the end-bearing. Much of the
load was transferred into the sandy soil between 7m and 17m. One of the obstacles of the test is
that the end-bearing resistance is a relatively complex value to calculate after the pile mobilization
from the blast test.
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Figure 7-7 Load vs Depth curves for dynamic tests analyzed with CAPWAP.

Figure 7-8 Pile head load-deflection curves from dynamic tests analyzed with CAPWAP.
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Theories for why there was no load transfer recorded in layers above 5m and 7m for the
post-blast CAPWAP-2 and CAPWAP-3 are: (1) the development of negative skin friction in the
surficial cohesive layers, (2) crust desiccation near the surface leading to cracking around the pile,
and/or (2) formation of gaps around the pile due to cyclic lateral loading produced by shaking of
the test pile. With the blast event, water from the liquefied zone was pushed into the surrounding
deposits. Excess pore pressures in the silts and clays above 6m likely increased due to the blast
(see Figure 5-5 for PPT @ 6.5m). Many studies have shown that settlements occur in soft clay
layers over long periods of time as excess pore pressures dissipate. It is likely that the clay layers
could continue to settle long after the blast test. If so, the layers would have contributed to
downdrag. If the magnitude of the negative skin-friction was large enough, then the clay layers
would have acted as inert dead weight and the hammer blow may have not been enough to displace
the pile free from the clay. Hypothesis number 2 for the lack of mobilizing skin-friction in
CAPWAP-2 and CAPWAP-3 is that the crust may have become desiccated with less than normal
precipitation events following the test and the clay may have shrunk creating a gap around the pile.
Hypothesis number 3 suggests that gaps formed due to lateral wagging of the pile near the head,
yet the theory does not answer why the depth of the side friction has different starting points for
the CAPWAP-2 and CAPWAP-3 tests. Either of the first two theories are a viable answer and the
progression over time as shown from CAPWAP-2 to CAPWAP-3.
The slopes of both CAPWAP-1 and CAPWAP-3 in Figure 7-8 between 7m and 11m are
similar as expected. Both CAPWAP-1 and CAPWAP-3 represent the positive skin-friction that
would be expected to develop along the pile with applied load and no liquefaction effects.
CAPWAP-2 however shows less incremental side resistance in this zone. The displacement in the
pile is less than the first test shown in Figure 7-8. Therefore, the strike was likely not large enough
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to fully reverse the incremental negative skin-friction back to positive. The disruption in the
microstructure of the sands usually requires weeks to months to redevelop. Measurements of the
Vs of the soil conducted by Dr. Amoroso showed that time was required after blasting for the Vs
to return to pre-blast values (Amoroso et al. 2017). Evidence of downdrag is shown by the increase
in end-bearing from CAPWAP-1 pre-blast to CAPWAP-2 post-blast. At the time of CAPWAP-2
the end-bearing had nearly fully developed since CAPWAP-3 shares a similar value. An
approximation of the complete pile load vs. depth curve has been developed by combining the load
vs. depth curve for CAPWAP-1 from 0m to 11m with the load vs. depth curve for CAPWAP-2
from 11m to 17m as shown by the dashed curve in Figure 7-7. This approach is frequently used
in dynamic load tests when it is not possible to fully mobilize side and end-bearing resistance
simultaneously with one hammer blow (Raushe, 2013). The end-bearing and skin-friction from
each test analyzed with CAPWAP are provided in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1 Skin and End-bearing resistance from dynamic testing
CAPWAP-# (Date)
Skin-Friction
End-Bearing kN
Ultimate
kN (kip)
(kip)
Resistance kN
(kip)
1 (May 16, 2016)
630 (142)
106 (24)
736 (165)
2 (May 24, 2016)

491 (110)

205 (46)

696 (156)

2 (July 13, 2016)

623 (140)

224 (50)

847 (190)

CAPWAP-1&2 Composite

847 (190)

205 (46)

1052 (237)

From Table 7-1 the skin-friction recorded from the analysis performed one week after the
blast test shows a decrease of over 100kN and an increase of end-bearing of about 100kN. The
CAPWAP-3 test resulted in similar skin-friction to the pre-blast test which is likely due to: (1)
thorough dissipation of pore pressures, (2) re-stabilization of the liquefied soil and (3) re-engaging
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the positive side-friction along the pile with a large hammer strike. The resulting composite curve
indicates that the test pile has end-bearing resistance of about 205kN (46kips), side resistance of
about 763kN (190kips), and a total resistance of 1052kN (237kips).

Liquefaction Effects on Micropile Foundation
Strain data from the gauges along the micropile was recorded during the same duration as
the pore pressure transducers. The data was used to calculate load (P) with the following equation
(Hayes & Simmonds 2002):
Equation 7-1

𝑃𝑃 = 𝜀𝜀 ∗ 𝐴𝐴 ∗ 𝐸𝐸

ε is the strain recorded from the gauges, A is the area of the micropile and E is the modulus of
elasticity or secant modulus. A composite modulus of elasticity was created for a concrete area of
458 cm2, steel area of 32.6 cm2, concrete modulus of 21526 MPa, and steel modulus of 200000
MPa [71.02 in2, 5.06 in2, 3122 kips per square inch (ksi), and 29,000 ksi, respectively].
As previously discussed in chapter 5, the data collection system shut down shortly after
Blast 1 for a period of 5 minutes. Unfortunately, when the recording restarted, the initial baseline
value was not referenced. To adjust the data set to the pre-blast values, the last recorded values
before the system shut off were used as a new baseline for the set. The strain data was only used
down to the gauge at 6.2m below ground and up to 15 minutes after the blast to avoid
misinterpreting the data. The following reasoning was used for the decision to use the strain data
at 15 minutes after the blast.
•

After 15 minutes, data from some the strain gauges below began to drift making
the results unreliable.
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•

At 15 minutes, 16cm of settlement was recorded at MLPile. The overall pile
movement for Blast 1 was 1.5cm measured at the top of the reinforcement pipe
which is less than 16 cm. Considering the amount of displacement typically needed
for a pile to develop skin-friction, the soil settlement of shallow layers surrounding
the micropile would have been sufficient for the full development of negative skinfriction.

•

The excess pore pressure ratios were below 0.1 at 15 minutes excluding the PPT
located in the high fines content soil. The amount of dissipation at 15 minutes
suggests that much of the significant settlement had occurred by that time.

•

Liquefaction occurred in the sandy layers below 6m where the strain in the pile
would have been most effected.

•

The resulting load vs depth curve down to 6m bgl is similar to the side-friction
from obtained from CAPWAP-1 conducted prior to the blast and unit side-friction
similar to CAPWAP-2 from 5m to 6m (see Figure 7-8). This suggests that if the
strike had been strong enough for CAPWAP-2 that the incremental skin-friction
would have been similar. Prior case tests have showed that the pre- and postliquefaction skin-friction is nearly the same in non-liquefied layers (Kevan 2017,
Strand 2007). The friction values of the composite CAPWAP1&2 in the layers
above 6m were deemed acceptable to use since liquefaction did not occur in these
layers.

The Figure 7-9 provides a plot of the measured load in the pile vs depth from 0 to 6m 15
minutes after Blast 1. In addition, predicted dragload vs. depth is shown using results from the
CAPWAP-1&2 composite curve, and from the undrained cohesion. The incremental side
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resistance measured from the blast down to 3m bgl is similar when compared with the results from
the dynamic test and compute side friction from the undrained cohesion. From 3m to 6m bgl the
incremental side resistance from Blast 1 falls within the bounds of the CAPWAP1&2 composite
curve and the curve computed with undrained cohesion.

Figure 7-9 Dragload in the micropile vs depth to 6 m from strain gauge measurements
along with predicted dragload from Cu and CAPWAP results for Blast 1.
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The predicted dragload due to the undrained cohesion shows a shallower slope reaching
about 200 kN at 6m bgl compared to around 250 kN from the strain data. The results from the
dynamic testing shows the load reaching 300 kN at 6m bgl. Thus 250 kN appears to be a reasonable
value within the two. Liquefaction did not occur above 6m bgl, therefore the side-friction should
show reasonable agreement between the dynamic test and the measured load.
In the absence of reliable strain gauge data below 6m, the rest of the load vs. depth curve
expected for the pile was calculated using a combination of the Q-Z curve developed by Reese and
O’Neill (1987) and results from the dynamic tests. A Q-Z curve provides a relationship between
the end-bearing or pile toe resistance and the toe displacement. Reese and O’Neill (1987)
developed normalized Q-Z curves based on a large number of instrumented tests on deep
foundations where Q was normalized by the maximum end-bearing resistance and Z was the toedisplacement normalized by the pile diameter. This normalized Q-Z curve is plotted in Figure 7-10
along with curves defining the range of data. The data generally plot within a relatively narrow
band. Ultimate end-bearing resistance was defined by Reese and O’Neill as a normalized
displacement of 5%. In similar tests reported by Kevan (2017), the Q-Z curve proposed by Reese
and O’Neill (1999) proved to be a very accurate method for estimating end-bearing relative to pile
toe displacement.
Because the pile head displacements from the dynamic tests and blast test 1 were recorded,
the end-bearing resistances from the dynamic tests and blast test can be correlated with the toe
displacement. The displacement of the pile toe (Ztoe) is somewhat smaller than the pile head
displacement (Zhead) due to elastic shortening of the pile.
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Therefore, pile toe displacement was computed using the equation:
𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 −

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄�
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

Equation 7-2

where: Q is the average load in the pile, L is the pile length, and AE is the composite cross-sectional
area multiplied by the elastic modulus of the pile, i.e. AE = (AE)steel + (AE)concrete. In this study,
elastic compression was actually calculated incrementally to improve accuracy.
Next, Ztoe was divided by the diameter of the pile for Blast 1 and the dynamic tests to find
the normalized displacement. Values of Zhead, Ztoe, and normalized toe displacement for blast test
1 and the dynamic tests are summarized in Table 7-2.
The normalized toe displacement for CAPWAP-2 was 5.9% which corresponds to an endbearing resistance of 205 kN (45 kips) or a normalized end-bearing resistance of 1.08 according
to the Reese and O’Neill Q-Z curve. This indicates that the ultimate end-bearing resistance would
be 190 kN (42.7 kips) (i.e. 190 kN/1.08) at a normalized toe deflection of 5%. Coincidentally,
because the settlement of the micropile during blast test 1 was about 5% of the pile diameter, the
resulting end-bearing resistance was equal to the ultimate end bearing. The computed Q-Z points
for Blast test 1 and the dynamic tests, based on a ultimate resistance of 190 kN, are summarized
in Table 7-2 and plotted in comparison with the normalized Q-Z curve proposed by Reese and
O’Neill (1987) in Figure 7-10. All the data points plot close to the normalized curve, adding
credence to interpreted end-bearing resistance for blast 1.
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Table 7-2 Summary of values for Q-Z scaling of Blast 1 End-bearing
Event
Displacement Displacement
Pile Toe
EndEndat Pile Head
at Pile Toe
Displacement
Bearing /
Bearing kN
(Zhead)
(Ztoe)
/ Pile
Ultimate
(kip)
Diameter
Endmm (in)
mm (in)
Bearing
CAPWAP-1

5.7 (0.2)

1.93 ()

0.8%

0.24

106 (23.8)

Blast 1

15.0 (0.6)

12.4 (0.49)

5.0%

1.00

190 (42.7)

CAPWAP-2

23.0 (0.9)

14.7 (0.58)

5.9%

1.08

205 (46.0)

CAPWAP-3

26.3 (1.0)

16.2 (0.64)

6.5%

1.15

224 (50.3)

Figure 7-10 Normalized base load transfer vs settlement for cohesionless soil with Blast 1
and dynamic tests (plot from Reese and O’Neill 1988).
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The correlation points match nicely with the Q-Z curve with exception to CAPWAP-1 which is
just outside the upper bound for the Reese and O’Neill plot. The incapability to develop side
friction between 11m and 15m bgl is likely the culprit of reporting an incorrect end bearing and or
displacement for CAPWAP-1 (see Figure 7-7) Observed in Figure 7-8 the pile deflection on an
equivalent load from CAPWAP-1 is less than the post-blast tests.
The next step was to find the depth of the neutral plane. The neutral plane is the location
where the settlement of the pile equals the settlement of the surrounding soil. Above the neutral
plane, negative friction acts along the pile increasing the draglod on the pile because the soil settles
more than the pile. Below the neutral plane, settlement of the pile is greater than the settlement of
the surrounding soil, therefore, positive friction acting on the pile below this depth. The neutral
plane is also the point where the load in the pile is the greatest.
Fortunately, the neutral plane could be relatively easily determined based on the
measurement of soil settlement and the settlement of the pile. The soil settlement at the pile was
interpolated between profilometers MPA1 and MPA3. The displacement of the pile head was
15mm and 12.4mm at the toe after considering elastic compression of the pile. Figure 7-11 shows
the settlement of the soil and micropile vs. depth.
The intersection of the soil settlement and pile settlement curves occurs at 12.25m below ground.
Thus, the neutral plane is said to have occurred at this depth. At this depth the load in the pile is
expected to be the greatest. To connect the end-bearing value (190kN) with the recorded load in
the pile at 6.2m, a simple approach was used based on the neutral plane location and the measured
side resistance from 12.25m to 17 m. The side resistance from 12.25m to 17m was obtained from
the composite load vs. depth curve shown previously in Figure 7-9. The side resistance in this
depth interval is that obtained from CAPWAP-2. Therefore, from the end-bearing resistance of
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190kN (43kip), an equivalent incremental side-friction of 227kN (51kip) was added to obtain the
load in the pile at 12.25m. Since liquefaction did not occur below 12m bgl, the incremental side
friction is expected to be similar to the value before the blast. Finally, a line was used to connect
the data between 6.2m and 12.25m to obtain the average side friction load within the liquefied
layer. Figure 7-12 shows the resulting load vs depth plot which is the expected load after
liquefaction-induced settlement had been completed. Figure 7-12 shows that the maximum load
in the pile at the neutral plane was 417kN (94kip). The allowable axial capacity of the pile
exceeded this value at 987 kN (222kip) which indicates that the pile was capable of experiencing
the 417kN load without buckling. The load increment from side friction within the liquefied layer
is not zero, as is sometimes assumed in design, but amounts to about 160 kN (36 kips) of additional
load on the pile.
Figure 7-13 shows the soil profile in combination with plots of pile load, excess pore
pressure ratio, and pile/soil settlement vs. depth plots. The load in the pile plot shown in Figure
7-13 uses a solid line to represent the load from side resistance from the ground surface to 6.2 m
calculated from the strain gauge data up to 15 minutes after the blast. The load plotted below 6.2m
is shown with a dashed line to represent the pile load estimated with the simplified method
described previously.
Based on the measured excess pore pressure ratios, the liquefied layer occurred in the sandy
layers between about 6m and 12m shown with a solid line. A dashed line is used to indicate the
approximate excess pore pressure ratio at greater depths where the measured values are relatively
sparse. At 15 minutes after the blast, most of the pore pressure transducers reading indicate Ru
values less than 0.1. However, higher Ru values were observed in the sandy silt layer from 6m to
8m owing to the lower hydraulic conductivity of the finer grained soils in this layer.
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Figure 7-11 Settlement of soil and micropile vs depth after Blast 1.

The neutral plane location where settlement of the soil surrounding the pile is equal to the
settlement of the pile at 12.25m bgl is at the bottom of the liquefied zone and is represented with
a horizontal red dashed line. Despite settlement of more than 17 cm in the silt and sand layers due
to elevated pore pressures, pile head settlement was only about 1.5 cm for this test where there was
no applied pile head load. Settlement below the neutral plane was typically less than 12 mm (0.5
inch). Because the settlement values were calculated at different times than the strain and pore
pressure data there may be small differences in the actual results.
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Figure 7-12 Estimated load in micropile vs depth for Blast 1.

Plots of the incremental side-friction vs. depth prior to blasting and after completion of
liquefaction-induced settlement are provided in Figure 7-14. The pre-blast side resistance values
were obtained from the composite pile load vs. depth curve shown in Figure 7-7 and Figure 7-9.
The post-blast side resistance values were obtained from the profile shown in Figure 7-13.
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Figure 7-13 Load in mircople vs depth (a), excess pore pressure vs depth (b), and soil/pile settlement vs depth (c) for Blast
1.

Figure 7-14 Incremental side resistance for Blast 1 and Pre-Blast CAPWAP.

The total negative skin between 6m and 12m for the post-blast curve was about 150kN.
This value is about 50% of total 300kN of positive side-friction recorded from 6m to 11m for the
pre-blast resistance in CAPWAP-1. This percentage is in good agreement with measurements
from previous liquefaction-induced downdrag load tests on 324mm (12.75in) diameter driven steel
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pipe piles, 600mm (24in) auger-cast piles (Rollins et al. 2018), and 450mm (18in) driven H-piles
(Kevan et al. 2019) where negative skin friction in liquefied layers was 40 to 50% of the positive
skin friction in the layer prior to liquefaction.
The variation in skin friction before and after the blast down to 6m bgl could likely have
been due to ejecta moving along the soil-pile interface; although, no evidence of this condition
was observed due sand-boil ejecta covering the area immediately around the pile after blasting.
Previous studies have observed post-liquefaction negative side resistance along piles between 80%
and 100% of the pre-liquefaction measurements (Rollins et al. 2018 and Kevan et al. 2019). The
side friction from the CAPWAP-2 test was used to substitute the side-friction data expected below
11m. Therefore, the post-blast side resistance is the same at the pre-blast side resistance in this
depth range. Therefore, the result of the dragload acting on the micropile due to blast-induced
liquefaction was approximately 50% of the pre-blast positive side-friction in the 6m to 12m layer.

Pile Response Based on Predictive Methods
With the ultimate shaft and base resistance defined, direct and indirect methods were used
with the CPTu and SDMT data to compare calculated skin resistance and base resistance of the
pile with the evaluated condition. Table 7-3 shows the values of shaft resistance and base resistance
from computational methods.
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Table 7-3 Summary of shaft and base resistance for micropile design
Method

Shaft Resistance kN (kip)

Base Resistance kN (kip)

Bustamante & Gianeselli (1982)

693 (155.8)

193 (43.4)

Eslami & Fellenius (1997)

482 (108.4)

240 (54.0)

Indirect Method (TELIOS 2016)

530 (119.2)

300 (67.4)

763 (172)

205 (46)

CAPWAP-1&2 Composite

Figure 7-15 shows the ultimate pile resistance is generally between that predicted by the
Bustamante & Gianeselli (1982) and Eslami & Fellenius (1997) equations below 5 m. Figure 7-15
demonstrates that the evaluated end bearing from the blast test is within the range predicted by the
direct and dynamic test methods and that the predicted base resistance is similar for most methods.
When further compared there exist magnitude discrepancies in the load vs depth curves. However,
the combined dynamic test and LCPC plots are similar in slope from 8m down to 17m bgl and the
combined dynamic test (CAPWAP-1&2) and Eslami & Fellinius plots are similar in slope from
0m to 3m bgl. The combined CAPWAP-1&2 slope is near average of the LCPC and Eslami &
Fellinius slopes from 9m to 15.5m bgl and then below 15.5m bgl the combined CAPWAP result
matches closely with LCPC. Although no geotechnical method for determining pile resistance is
perfect, the differences are likely due to things such as:
•

Variability with soil classification affecting the factors for each method; Bias
results by filtering the cone resistance for unit end-bearing.
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•

Using qc values used instead of qt or qE which are corrected for overburden pressure.
These corrections cause the cone resistance to be smaller in sand and larger in clay
(Eslami and Fellenius 1997).

Figure 7-15 Ulimate pile resistance vs depth from direct methods and dynamic tests.

The static capacity of the CAPWAP-1&2 composite and Eslami and Fellenius (1997)
method were used with the Fellenius and Siegel (2008) approach for determining the static neutral
plane before liquefaction settlement. Because no load was applied to the micropile, the load at the
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pile toe and head are zero. The incremental side resistance from the CAPWAP-1&2 composite
data and Eslami and Fellenius (1997) calculations determined where the load in the pile would be
largest. Both methods showed that the static neutral plane would occur at 7.8m bgl as shown in
Figure 7-15.

Figure 7-16 Predicted static capacity of micropile with static neutral plane per Fellenius
and Siegel 2008.
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The micropile was installed one month prior to the blast test on the 18th of April 2016. The
Fellenius and Siegel (2008) approach to finding the static neutral plane shown in Figure 7-15
assumes that environmental and construction factors contribute to the settlement of the soil above
7.8m bgl. However, one month would have likely not allowed enough settlement of the clay layers
above 6m bgl to create downdrag on the micropile in that zone.
From Blast 1 pore pressure measurements, the zone between 6m to 12m bgl liquefied (see
Figure 5-8). Fellenius and Siegel (2008) postulate that liquefaction in a layer below the static
neutral plane increases the axial force in the pile from dragload as well as lowers the neutral plane
to the bottom of the liquefied layer. Blast 1 readings are consistent with Fellenius and Siegel’s
approach for liquefaction below the static neutral plane in this respect. However, Fellenius and
Siegel also show that for liquefied layers above the static neutral plane the side-friction in the
liquefied layer is negligible (2008) and side-friction in the non-liquefiable layers does not increase.
This theory is contrary to what was observed for Blast 1 where dragload was measured above the
static neutral plane in non-liquefied and liquefied layers after post-liquefaction settlement.
Accounting for the dragload significantly increases the axial load in the pile over the Fellenius and
Siegel 2008 approach. Additionally, the Blast 1 test also provides insight for the case where
liquefaction occurs above and below the presumed static neutral plane where Fellinius and Siegel
do not explore (2008).
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8

POST-BLAST SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS

Post-blast investigations were conducted to thoroughly observe the changes in physical
properties due to blast-induced liquefaction. In May, four 15m deep CPT’s were conducted and
one 7m deep downhole test. The tests following the blast contain the short word “bis.” In July, a
smaller investigation was carried out with 15m deep SDMT’s-CPTu’s and a 7.5m deep downhole
shear wave velocity test. The naming convention for these tests use “ter.” Figure 8-1 shows the
mapped locations of the post-blast investigations.

8.1.1

Post-blast Cone Penetrometer Tests
Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3 show the CPT results from pre- and post-blast tests. The number

of tests performed decreased by the final investigation which is demonstrated by the decreased
deviation of CPT Ter results. The dashed lines represent the upper and lower bounds from the
series of data.
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Figure 8-1 Map of pre and post-blast subsurface investigations for the test site at Mirabello, Italy.

Figure 8-2 Corrected Cone Tip Resistance from CPTs before and after blasting at
Mirabello, Italy.
Figure 8-3 shows the friction ratios from the CPTs. The values are very similar between
tests which is expected for the fine-grained layers. In Figure 8-2, the cone tip resistance at depths
of 8m and 10.5m increased by 1MPa with each series of tests. However, at 12m the qt decreased
with each series. If the cone penetrometer tests were conducted sooner after the blast it is likely
that there would have been a decrease in qt through the liquefied layer followed by long-term
increases from cementing, secondary consolidation and reoriented interlocking (Ashford et al.
2004, Mitchell & Solymar 1984, Schmertman 1991). Although densification was observed from
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the settlement the cone resistance in the liquefied zone did not show a significant increase similar
to what Rollins and Strand observed in Vancouver (2004). For additional results and observation
see Amoroso et al. 2017 and Amoroso et al. 2018.

Figure 8-3 Friction Ratio from CPTs before and after blasting at Mirabello, Italy.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A site in Mirabello, Italy was selected to perform blast-induced liquefaction and observe
the effects of soil settlement and dragload on a micropile foundation. This site developed ground
fissures and sand ejecta from liquefaction during the 2012 Mw6.4 Emilia Romagna earthquake.
The stratigraphy of the site consists of non-liquefiable fine-grained soil down to about 6m with
liquefiable sand silt and sand layers below. Both of these layers liquefied in the 2012 earthquake.
A 25 cm diameter micropile was installed to a depth of 17 m and instrumented with strain gauges
to monitor liquefaction-induced downdrag. Instrumentation was installed at the site to measure
settlement vs. depth, strain in the micropile, as well as excess pore pressure development and
dissipation. Ground settlement was monitored using conventional level surveys as well as aerial
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) surveys and terrestrial laser scanning. Explosive charges were
detonated in 8 blast holes spaced around a 10 m diameter ring at depth of 7m and 11m for the first
blast test and at 7m for the second to induce liquefaction.
Based on the results of the field testing and subsequent analyses, the following observations
and conclusions have been made:
1. Blasting was successful in liquefying both the Apennine silt layer from 6 to 8m and the Po
River sand layer from 8 to 12m as predicted by analysis. Previous blast liquefaction tests
had only been performed in relatively clean sands. Sand boils developed at the surface
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which gave added confidence that liquefaction had developed at depth. Liquefaction of the
silt layer is consistent with surface ejecta consisting of the Apennine silt during the 2012
Emilia Romagna earthquake.
2. The maximum settlement at the center of the blast ring due to Blast 1 was nearly 17cm and
produced volumetric strains of about 3% in the Apennine silt and 2% in the Po River sands.
These strain levels are consistent with strains expected for earthquake-induced liquefaction
in these layers based on penetration resistance from CPT tests.
3. Blast-induced liquefaction around the blast ring produced a dish-shaped settlement profile
at the surface. As the distance from the center of the blast ring increased, the observed
settlement decreased. Settlement measurements from UAVs and terrestrial laser scanning
was consistent with autolevel surveys.
4. Dragload was measured on the instrumented micropile after Blast 1. As excess pore
pressures dissipated and the sandy soils re-consolidated following liquefaction, negative
friction developed on the pile in both the non-liquefied clay from 0 to 6m and the liquefied
soil from 6 to 12 m. Negative skin friction in the non-liquefied clay was about 80% of the
positive skin friction prior to liquefaction, presumably due to small gaps at the pile-soil
interface produced by ground shaking. Negative skin friction in the liquefied layer was
about 50% of the positive skin-friction measured prior to liquefaction.
5. Negative skin friction equal to 50% of the positive skin friction following liquefaction is
consistent with previous tests involving driven piles, augercast piles and drilled shafts from
previous tests. These consistent results suggest that this percentage may be a reasonable
value for use in design.
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6. Despite the 17 cm of ground settlement, the micropile only settled 1.5cm due to Blast 1
primarily because there was no pile head load applied in this test. Nevertheless, negative
skin-friction led to pile tip settlement equal to about 5% of the pile diameter which is at the
ultimate end-bearing resistance of the pile. If pile head load had been applied, significant
pile settlement would likely have developed.
7. The observed behavior was generally consistent with expectations based on the neutral
plane method that develop at about 12 m below the ground surface. Downward forces
from negative friction above the neutral plane were in equilibrium with upward forces from
skin friction below the neutral plane along with the end-bearing resistance consistent with
the measured pile settlement.
8. The measured settlement versus depth curve can be reasonably approximated using the
Zhang et al. (2002) CPT-based predictive volumetric strain equations considering the
measured excess pore pressure ratios.
9. Blast testing provides a valuable technique for evaluating pile behavior and ground
improvement at large-scale for in-situ conditions. Results from these tests coupled with
appropriate analysis techniques can provide important insight into soil-structure
interactions.
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